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Twiplomacy Study 2013 – International Organisations
Over the past six years, most international organisations have embraced social media – and especially Twitter –
to increase their outreach and digital impact. Some international organisations, such as the World Health
Organisation (@WHO), have gone ‘Twitter first’, updating their Twitter feed before updating their website.

In the latest installment of Burson-Marsteller’s award-winning Twiplomacy research series, we have taken a
closer look at how international organisations use Twitter to see what the best strategies are and what
corporations could learn from the non-profit sector.

In this deep-dive on international organisations and their leaders, we have looked at 223 Twitter accounts
from101 international organisations, including 51 personal accounts of their leaders and 75 accounts in other
languages. Data for each account was gathered on 1 November 2013 looking at 60 data points, including the
number of followers, the number of @replies and the average number of retweets for each account.

The United Nations Children's Fund (@UNICEF) is the most followed international organisation with more than 2
million followers. @UNICEF is also the second most effective international organisation after the European
Organisation for Nuclear Research (@CERN); both organisations’ tweets are retweeted on average more than 100
times.

Nabil Elaraby, the Secretary General of the Arab League is the most followed head of an international
organisation with more than 346,000 followers. Christine Lagarde, the head of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and NATO’s Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen are in second and third position with more than
150,000 followers each.

To learn more about how international organisations are using Twitter, read the full Executive summary here.
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How$do$International$Organisations$Tweet?
When the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) discovered the Higgs boson, also known as the
“God particle,” it announced this major science discovery via Twitter. When the Nobel Prize committee was
unable to place a phone call to the 2013 Nobel Peace Prize winner the Organisation for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (@OPCW), it used Twitter instead. When the World Health Organisation (@WHO) wants to
send important messages in times of epidemic outbreaks, it uses Twitter alerts to push the tweet directly to a
follower’s mobile phone.

The social networking site has become a formidable broadcasting tool and an indispensable communication
channel for international organisations to amplify their messages to a global audience. No international
organisation can ignore the power of digital communications and especially Twitter.

Over the past six years, all leading international
organisations have set up at least one institutional Twitter
account, and half of the 101 organisations analysed in
this study have created a personal account for the head of
the organisation. A number of organisations, especially
UN organisations, have beefed up their digital teams and
now tweet in the six official UN languages, namely
English, French, Spanish, Russian, Arabic and sometimes
in Chinese.

In the latest installment of the award-winning
Twiplomacy study, global public relations and
communications firm Burson-Marsteller looks at how
international organisations use Twitter to promote their
stories and how they engage with their followers. In
November 2013, Burson-Marsteller analysed the 223
Twitter accounts of 101 international organisations and
non-profit organisations.

The most effective International Organisations in terms of number
of retweets
The European Organisation for Nuclear Research (@CERN) and the United Nations Children’s Fund (@UNICEF)
have among the most effective Twitter communication: their tweets are retweeted on average more than 100
times. The United Nations Organisation (@UN) is a distant third followed by the World Wide Fund for Nature
(@WWF), @Greenpeace and the World Health Organisation (@WHO), whose tweets are retweeted on average more
than 63 times. The median average of retweets per tweet among all international institutions covered is only
four.

The Most Followed International Organisations
Not surprisingly @UNICEF is the most followed international organisation with 2,142,143 followers. Four other
organisations have more than a million followers, namely the @UN, the World Economic Forum (@Davos), the UN
Refugee agency (@Refugees) and the World Wide Fund for Nature (@WWF). @Davos and @Refugees had a bit of a
head start as they were among 241 accounts on Twitter’s original suggested user list and automatically received
several thousand new followers each day in 2009. All international organisations combined have a total of
18,325,589 followers, while the median average of followers per account is only 6,410.
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The Most Listed International Organisations
However, the number of followers is not the only indicator of an
organisation’s popularity. Another important measure of influence
is the number of times an account appears on Twitter lists. In this
regard, the @UN is the most listed international organisation
appearing on 25,643 lists. It is closely followed by @CERN,
@UNICEF, @Greenpeace and @WHO, which each appear on more
than 10,000 lists.

Personal Accounts of Heads of International Organisations
Since 2011 and 2012, the interest for Twitter engagement has also reached the executives of each organisation.
Fifty-one heads of international organisations have personal Twitter accounts that are either managed
personally or with their teams.

Mukhisa Kituyi’s first act after taking office as new
Secretary General of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) on 2 September 2013
was to set up his personal branded Twitter account
@UNCTADKituyi.

Twitter has played a crucial role in the election of the new
head of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Four of the
nine candidates had a Twitter account for their election
campaigns. The Brazilian foreign ministry had set two Twitter accounts in English (@AzevedoWTO) and in
Spanish/Portuguese (@AzevedoOMC) for its successful candidate, diplomat Roberto Azevêdo. The campaigns
accounts have been deleted and the new director general of the WTO now tweets personally as
@WTODGAZEVEDO. In her bid to become managing director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Christine
Lagarde opened a Twitter account in May 2011 and sat down for a “Lagarde chat” answering questions from her
followers.

Today, Christine Lagarde has become the second most
followed head of any international organisation, with
more than 150,000 followers, recently passing NATO
Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen. Christine
@Lagarde, who rarely tweets herself, is also the most
effective as her tweets are retweeted on average 48 times.
She is followed by Luis Alberto Moreno (@MorenoBID),
President of the Inter-American Development Bank;
@JimLeape, Director General of WWF International;
@ValerieAmos, UN Under-Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator
(UNOCHA); and Greenpeace’s @KumiNaidoo.

Some heads of international organisations have added
their organisation’s name to their Twitter handle such as
@HelenClarkUNDP, @MorenoBID, @BabatundeUNFPA et al. Ten organisations have set up ‘personal institutional’
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Twitter accounts for their leaders such as @ITUSecGen, @WMO_President, @ISOSecGen et al.

A personal institutional account might seem less personal at first
glance, but it has the advantage of growing its audience overtime as
the head of the organisation will not take the followers with him as he
leaves office. However there is no way to archive tweets sent by the
previous office holder. When John Ashe took over as president of the
United Nations General Assembly in September 2013, he simply
deleted all the tweets sent by his predecessor Vuk Jeremić on the
@UN_PGA account he had created in October 2012.

The Most Prolific International Organisations
All organisations combined have sent 770,547 tweets. The Organization of Ibero-American States (Organización
de Estados Iberoamericanos, OEI) is the most prolific with 48,839 tweets – more than double the number of
tweets sent by the United Nations Development Programme (@UNDP) with ‘only’ 23,552 and the @UN with
23,391 tweets. The @EspacioOEI account sends on average 42 tweets each day, two times as many as the
@UNFoundation, @UNISGeneva, the @UN and @UNDP. UNDP’s Administrator @HelenClarkUNDP is the most
frequent tweeter of any international organisation with more than 12 tweets each day. All international
organisations combined tweet an average of four times a day.

Most conversational heads of International Organisations
Richard Sezibera, the Secretary General of the East African Community
is the most conversational head of an international organisation. More
than 65 percent of his tweets are @replies to other users. He is
followed by the President of the African Development Bank
@DonaldKaberuka, the Administrator of the United Nations
Development Programme @HelenClarkUNDP, the Executive
Coordinator of the United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme
Richard Dictus @RDictusUNV and the newly appointed Executive
Director of the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and
Empowerment of Women (UN Women) Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka
@PhumzileUNwomen.

International Organisations are less conversational with the notable
exception of @Eurocontrol, the European Organisation for the Safety of
Air Navigation, which has been answering questions about flight
delays since the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in Iceland
disrupted air travel across Europe in 2010.
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What’s in a Hashtags?
Most organisations use at least one hashtag in every tweet to promote their causes and their topics of
discussion. The @UNDP makes the most innovative use of hashtags with a different hashtag for each day of the
week namely: #equalitymonday, #empowertuesday, #greenwednesday, #endhivthursday, #endpovertyfriday,
#democracysaturday and #resiliencesunday.

Who are they Following?
All international organisations combined, follow 248,201 other Twitter users. The Food and Agriculture
Organisation (@FAOnews) is following more than 64,711 other Twitter users since it was initially automatically
following every one of its followers. The World Food Programme (@WFP), which was recently following 31,477
other users, has seriously reduced the number of people it is now following 422 other Twitter users. On
average, each organisation is following 1,113 other Twitter users.

The Early Adopters
Greenpeace was the first international organisation to sign up to Twitter on 4 April 2007, followed by the World
Economic Forum two weeks later. Fourteen organisations signed up in 2008, including @WWF, @UN, @Refugees,
@WHO and the @Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. The Director General of the
International Organisation for Migration (@IOM_news) was the last to sign up in September 2013 as @DGIOM. So
far only 30% of the 223 accounts analysed have been verified by Twitter.

Twitter Walls
A handful of organisations have used Twitter walls to
display tweets at their meetings. The World Economic
Forum has been projecting tweets on Twitter walls since
2008. In 2013 it set up a giant social media wall in the
heart of the Davos Congress Centre. Since hashtag-based
Twitter walls can be prone to spam, it is advisable to base
them on Twitter lists as the World Economic Forum does.

Maintaining Twitter Lists
Twitter lists can be quite useful to facilitate Twitter reading and are very useful to list secondary accounts and
other official staff accounts. Surprisingly few organisations maintain Twitter lists, be it for their own staff or
their regional offices or language accounts. Only a third of the analysed accounts have created public Twitter
lists. @Eurocontrol has created the most Twitter lists, exactly 20 including a list of all airlines, airports and
aviation journalists on Twitter. The @UN account boasts 19 Twitter lists including one with 439 UN related
accounts and specific lists for each official UN language. The @UNDP account has 14 lists and boasts 111
regional and thematic Twitter accounts on its worldwide list. The International Fund for Agricultural
Development (@IFADnews) is following the most other lists, 20 in total, and only 70 accounts follow other lists.

And finally, Twitter lists are also practical to run Twitter direct message campaigns, which the World Economic
Forum and the Global Fund have done to reach out directly to their most influential followers. Direct messages
on Twitter have proven to be extremely effective to contact influential followers and to amplify a specific tweet
which is rarely seen by all followers of an organisation.

Branded URLs
A special mention for the OECD, UNHCR, UNICEF and the World Economic Forum which all use their own
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branded link shorteners (oe.cd, rfg.ee, uni.cf, wef.ch) to shorten and brand every single link in their tweets.

Twitter Design
Two-thirds of all accounts have a branded Twitter background, but only 52 percent have a branded Twitter
header, the main visual element that shows on mobile phones and tablets.

Twitter Video
Quite a few international organisations use Google+ hangouts to answer questions from their community, and a
handful have trialled Vine, Twitter’s new video application. One of the best examples of the six second video
format is the #HappyBirthdayUN greeting from Secretary General Ban Ki-moon.

About the Twiplomacy Study
“Twiplomacy” is an award-winning study of the use of Twitter by world leaders, governments and international
organisations, conducted by leading global public relations and communications firm

Burson-Marsteller. Burson-Marsteller identified 223
Twitter accounts of 101 international organisations
around the world. The study analyses each organisation’s
Twitter profiles and their recent tweet history. Data used
was taken in November 2013 using Twitonomy. More than
50 variables were considered, including: tweets, following,
followers, listed, the date the organisation joined Twitter,
ratio followers/following, ratio listed/100 followers,
tweets/day, retweets, % of retweets, user @mentions,
average number of @mentions/tweet, @replies, % of
@replies, links, average number of links/tweet, hashtags,
average number of hashtags/tweet, tweets retweeted,
proportion of tweets retweeted by others, total number of
tweets retweeted, average number of tweets retweeted,
users most retweeted, users most replied to, users most
mentioned, hashtags most used, platforms most tweeted
from. Burson-Marsteller also used Twitonomy to pull the
recent tweet history for each account to find the first and
the most popular tweet. (When the account had more than
3,200 tweets it was sometimes impossible to find its first
tweet). Burson-Marsteller also looked at each account to
see if it had a header and/or a background, if the account is dormant, active or protected. We also checked in
which language the account tweets and checked for the presence of Twitter lists.

The full Twitonomy data set can be downloaded here: Twiplomacy International Organisations on Twitter (1
November 2013) (414kb, XSLX). All organisations covered in this study are also in a public Twitter list on the
@Twiplomacy account.

Burson-Marsteller used Wordle and Tagxedo to create tag clouds of each feeds most frequently used terms.
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The African Development Bank (@AfDB_Group) started
to tweet on 15 December 2009. The bank tweets on
average 2.9 times per day in a very formal style in
English and in French on the same account. The vast
majority of the tweets of the @AfDB_Group account
start with “News” and link to the news section of its
website. News tweets cover all things relevant to
development efforts across all African nations. Besides
broadcasting news items, the account is being used to
announce job vacancies in various African governments
as well in relevant development organisations. The
hashtag #AfDB has been used 1,753 times. The
interaction-level of the account is very low only 7% of
all tweets are @replies, however 12% of its tweets are
retweets.

Tweets: 3,530
Following: 335
Followers: 14,743
Joined: 12/14/2009
Tweets/day: 2.92
Retweets: 12%
Replies: 0.07
Retweeted: 59%
Average of retweets: 2.87

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

African(Development(Bank

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Civil Society Organizations Share 
Experience and Knowledge 
http://bit.ly/4q1040
5:36 PM - 15 Dec 2009

AfDB_Group 
@AfDB_Group

FollowFollow

  

Join @AfDB_Group, our Young 
Professionals Program for 2012 is 
now open. Apply Now!
 bit.ly/emtvET
1:25 PM - 27 Mar 2012

AfDB_Group 
@AfDB_Group

FollowFollow

18 RETWEETS  7 FAVORITES

  

Donald Kaberuka, the President of the African
Development Bank, is the second most conversational
leader of the international organisations analysed. More
than a third of his tweets are @replies to other Twitter
users. @DonaldKaberuka is fairly new to Twitter, setting
up his personal account on 25 May 2013. Since then,
the account has been fairly active with 2.5 tweets per
day send from an iPad, often sharing pictures of his
bilateral meetings. Besides the @AfDB_Group he
mentions other Twitter users in every tweet including
Harvard Professor @Calestous Juma and the
@_AfricanUnion. His most retweeted tweet was sent on
21 September 2013, the day of the Westgate shopping
mall attack in Kenya.

Tweets: 401
Following: 57
Followers: 5,761
Joined: 05/06/2013
Tweets/day: 2.51
Retweets: 19%
Replies: 0.34
Retweeted: 67%
Average of retweets: 11.21

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

AU@50 celebrating a journey of 
achievements and challenges. 
Priority now transformation and 
economic independence: Africa's 
hour has come.
5:43 PM - 25 May 2013

Donald Kaberuka 
@DonaldKaberuka

FollowFollow

44 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

Poleni ndugu zetu wa #Kenya. 
We are all with you at this 
difficult time .
8:33 PM - 21 Sep 2013

Donald Kaberuka 
@DonaldKaberuka

FollowFollow

69 RETWEETS  9 FAVORITES
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The African Union, based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
joined Twitter on 20 May 2010 and put an under-scrore
before its name since the @AfricanUnion handle had
already been taken. The African Union only follows two
other Twitter accounts, namely @Erastus_Mwencha, the
Deputy Chairperson of the African Union Commission
and the @AUSummit account, set up to broadcast news
from its meetings. The feed tweets mainly about
pledges of countries and organisations supporting
African countries. Its most popular tweet is the
announcement of the total pledges for Mali. The feed is
also dominated by statements from chairwoman,
Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma who signs personal tweets
NKZ. Tweets are not sent on a regular basis but in
spurts – a day when more than 20 tweets are sent out
maybe followed by several weeks without a single
tweet. The account rarely @mentions or @replies other
Twitter users and it only retweets its own accounts such
as @Erastus_Mwencha, its Peace and Security
Department @AU_PSD and its Department of Political
Affairs @AUC_DPA. Its most retweeted tweet was the
decision “to suspend #Egypt following the overthrow of
democratically elected Egyptian President”.

Tweets: 850
Following: 2
Followers: 22,941
Joined: 05/20/2010
Tweets/day: 0.68
Retweets: 7%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 69%
Average of retweets: 7.1

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

African(Union((AU)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Addis Ababa, 14 April 2010 - 
Chairperson Ping Discusses 
Humanitarian Challenges in Africa 
with ICRC President http://au.int/?
q=node/2439
6:25 PM - 24 May 2010

African Union 
@_AfricanUnion

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

#AU Peace and Security Council 
decides to suspend #Egypt 
following the overthrow of 
democratically elected Egyptian 
President.
1:02 PM - 5 Jul 2013

African Union 
@_AfricanUnion

FollowFollow

166 RETWEETS  5 FAVORITES
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Nabil Elaraby, the Secretary General of the Arab League
is the most followed head of the international
organisations covered in this study with more than
340,000 followers. The official Twitter account of the
Arab League is a personal-institutional account for its
Secretary General: @lassecgen. The account was created
on 9 June 2009 under Amr Moussa and only follows five
other Twitter users including Twitter @Support and
@YouTube. The profile is run by the Media Department
at the Arab League, tweeting official statements from
Nabil Elaraby and the latest news from the Arab League
on average 3.4 times per day. The account rarely uses
hashtags or @mentions other users and automatically
posts videos from the YouTube account and whenever a
new picture is posted to his Facebook profile. The
account tweets mainly in Arabic about the current
situation in Syria and latest decisions made by the Arab
league. His most retweeted tweet was sent on 19
February 2012, denying that Dr. Nabil Elaraby would
run for the Egyptian presidency.

Tweets: 11,122
Following: 5
Followers: 346,188
Joined: 06/09/2009
Tweets/day: 3.41
Retweets: 0%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 82%
Average of retweets: 4.95

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

League&of&Arab&States

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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 /. نب,ل *لعربى 5نفى مجد/*ً ن,ت+ *لترشح لمنصب
on.fb.me/x2eudx :;ئاسة *لجم=و;5ة
2:55 PM - 19 Feb 2012

Nabil Elaraby         
@lassecgen

FollowFollow

78 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES

  

Translation: Dr. Nabil Elaraby denies again his
intention to run for the Presidency:
http://on.fb.me/x2eudx

A personal Twitter account for @Nabil_Elaraby was set
up on 13 January 2013 and widely promoted to top
international media Organisations. But only a month
later, after having sent 217 tweets, the account has
gone silent “due to technical reasons”. The account
which tweeted in Arabic and sometimes in English is
asking its 180 followers to follow the official account
@lassecgen instead.

Tweets: 217
Following: 60
Followers: 180
Joined: 01/15/2013
Tweets/day: 0.75
Retweets:
Replies: 0.15
Retweeted: 7%
Average of retweets: 1.13

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

 حد5ث جر5دH *لشرF *ألDسط: *Bم,ة *نعقا/ *لقمة
 *لتنمو5ة *لقا/مة في *لر5اQ في Oل *لظرM *لعربي
*لر*Bن
10:03 AM - 16 Jan 2013

Nabil Elaraby 
@nabil_elaraby

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

More than 1.5 Billion USD have 
been pledged to the Syrian 
people during the Kuwait 
Humanitarian Pledging 
Conference
3:52 PM - 30 Jan 2013

Nabil Elaraby 
@nabil_elaraby

FollowFollow

2 RETWEETS
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The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) set
up the @ASEAN Twitter account on 5 February 2010,
which tweets 1.3 times per day. The account is used to
inform followers about the association’s activities and
projects in south-east Asia. It rarely engages in
conversations with other Twitter users. The most
popular tweet is about the 46th Anniversary of ASEAN
on 8 August 2013, retweeted 40 times. The account
makes good use of videos, and tweets the occasional
handshake picture with its secretary general. Ten
percent of tweets are retweets, mostly of its former
Secretary General, Surin Pitsuwan (@ASEANSG12) and its
sector specific accounts such as @AHACentre,
@aseanfoundation, @HelloASEAN and @ASEAN_BAC. Its
current Secretary General, Le Luong Minh does not have
a personal Twitter account, while the Twitter handle
reserved for him, @ASEANSG, has been cleaned up and
is inactive.

Tweets: 1,883
Following: 212
Followers: 12,689
Joined: 02/05/2010
Tweets/day: 1.38
Retweets: 10%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 74%
Average of retweets: 3.88

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

Association)of)Southeast)Asian)Nations)(ASEAN)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The ASEAN Secretariat is now on 
Twitter! Follow us! Be part of the 
ASEAN Community!
1:00 PM - 5 Feb 2010

ASEAN Secretariat 
@ASEAN

FollowFollow

3 RETWEETS

  

Happy 46th Anniversary ASEAN! 
#46ASEAN #ASEANDay
4:01 AM - 8 Aug 2013

ASEAN Secretariat 
@ASEAN

FollowFollow

40 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES
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The European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN)
is the most effective international organisation on
Twitter, since its tweets are retweeted on average 130
times. CERN opened its first Twitter account on 7
August 2008. @CERN tweets in English and in French
@CERN_FR. The recruitment team also created a Twitter
account for job openings @CERN_JOBS and provides
advice, hints and tips for interviews. CERN also
maintains specific Twitter accounts for each of their
experiments: @CMSexperiment, @ATLASexperiment and
@LHCbExperiment and often retweets and @mentions
them. @CERN promotes its regular Google+ hangouts
on specific research topics with the hashtag
#HangoutWithCERNand encourages its Twitter followers
to send questions via the hashtag #askCERN. Its most
popular tweet, posted on 4 July 2012 is about the
discovery of the Higgs boson in the large hadron
collider.

Tweets: 1,357
Following: 285
Followers: 870,975
Joined: 06/25/2008
Tweets/day: 0.71
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 80%
Average of retweets: 130.21

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

European)Organisation)for)Nuclear)Research)(CERN)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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CERN announces start-up date for 
LHC: 
http://press.web.cern.ch/press/Pres
sReleases/Releases2008/PR06.08E.
html
5:03 PM - 7 Aug 2008

CERN         
@CERN

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET  4 FAVORITES

  

#CMS: "we have observed a new 
boson with a mass of 125.3 ± 0.6 
GeV at 4.9 sigma significance." 
Thunderous applause. #Higgs
 #ICHEP2012
9:53 AM - 4 Jul 2012

CERN         
@CERN

FollowFollow

4,746 RETWEETS  811 FAVORITES
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The Commonwealth Twitter account
@Commonwealthsec was set up on 13 April 2009 and
for the first two years it automatically tweeted every
“new photo” uploaded to its Flickr account. Today the
Commonwealth secretariat tweets twice a day and uses
its Twitter account to “promote democracy, human
rights, economic development and environmental
sustainability”. There is limited engagement on the
channel, with no direct dialogue as the account rarely
@mentions or @replies to other Twitter users. Only 23%
of its tweets are ever retweeted. However, 13% of its
tweets are retweets of other Commonwealth accounts
such as its youth programme @CommonwealthUth and
the upcoming Commonwealth Games @Glasgow2014.
The account has also set up a Twitter list with 14 other
official Commonwealth Twitter accounts.

Tweets: 3,198
Following: 1,652
Followers: 10,742
Joined: 04/13/2009
Tweets/day: 1.94
Retweets: 13%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 23%
Average of retweets: 5.25

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

The$Commonwealth

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The Commonwealth brings people of 
diverse countries and cultures 
together: Sharma
1:01 PM - 29 Apr 2009

The Commonwealth 
@commonwealthsec

FollowFollow

  

#Commonwealth observer group 
did not advise #maldives police 
to take action to prevent 19 
October #election
 thecommonwealth.org/media/news/com
9:18 AM - 19 Oct 2013

The Commonwealth 
@commonwealthsec

FollowFollow

297 RETWEETS  36 FAVORITES
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The Council of Europe has been tweeting since March
2009 in its official languages: English (@CoE) and in
French (@CdE_fr) to a combined following of 40,000
followers. The English account, which has far more
followers than the French one, is fairly active with more
than five tweets per day. It mainly shares news about
the Strasbourg-based organisation and the European
Court of Human Rights. The account rarely @mentions
or @replies other Twitter users, however 18% of its
tweets are retweets, mainly of its Head of Media
Relations @MoakesJ, its EU office @CoEinBrussels and
its Director of Communications, Daniel Holtgen who
recently renamed his personal account @Daniel_Holtgen
to @CoESpokesperson. The @CoE‘s most used hashtag
is #ECtHR for decisions by the the European Court of
Human Rights. The Strasbourg-based Council has also
lent its voice to two Thunderclap campaigns, supporting
European Day for Organ Donation & Transplantation,
and on World Blood Donor Day 2013.

Tweets: 7,411
Following: 456
Followers: 39,245
Joined: 03/13/2009
Tweets/day: 5.63
Retweets: 18%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 71%
Average of retweets: 4.37

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Council(of(Europe

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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On his return from #Turkey,
 #CoE Human rights chief warns 
authorities that rogue police 
officers must be punished.
 humanrightseurope.org/2013/07/turkey
10:00 AM - 8 Jul 2013

Council of Europe         
@coe

FollowFollow

66 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES
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The East African Community uses @jumuiya as its
username which means “community” in Swahili, the
most spoken language among its member states. The
East African Community (EAC) joined Twitter on 20 May
2009, right after the intergovernmental organisation
based in Arusha, Tanzania started a cooperation with
Canada to increase trade and investment in the East
African countries. The account increased activity in
summer 2011, posting more than a tweet a day about
official conferences and meetings, and marketing East
Africa’s rich art and culture. However, the East African
Community isn’t particularly conversational with only
8% of its tweets being @replies to other users. By far the
most mentioned account on its Twitter feed is that of its
Secretary General, Richard Sezibera @RSezibera. The
most retweeted tweet was sent on 25 September 2013
after the Westgate shopping mall attack, announcing
that flags will be flown half-mast at EAC’s
headquarters.

Tweets: 2,563
Following: 2,728
Followers: 4,611
Joined: 05/20/2009
Tweets/day: 1.57
Retweets: 9%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 40%
Average of retweets: 2.22

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

East%African%Community%(EAC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Joint Investment Mission to Canada
1:09 PM - 20 May 2009

EAC-Afrika Mashariki 
@jumuiya

FollowFollow

  

EAC HQ flags to fly at half mast 
for 3 days. @citizentvkenya
 @dailynation @ntvkenya
 @K24Tv @rsezibera @cnn @bbc 
@StandardKenya #WeAreOne
8:23 AM - 25 Sep 2013

EAC-Afrika Mashariki 
@jumuiya

FollowFollow

22 RETWEETS

  

Richard Sezibera, the Secretary General of the East
African Community is the most conversational head of
the international organisations analysed in this study.
More than 65% of his tweets are @replies to other
Twitter users. Since his first tweet, on 16 February
2011, @RSezibera has been tweeting on average once a
day, often using his BlackBerry. Richard Sezibera joined
Twitter when he was still the Minister of Health of
Rwanda and does tweet himself as he said in reply to a
question in October 2011: "@Semkae @IssaMwamba
why shd an aide tweet on my behalf? Perfectly capable
of doing so myself thank you." Engagement with his
follwoers seems to be his only purpose as he only
tweeted three links in his 800 tweets and rarely uses
hashtags. Sezibera consistently thanks his followers for
their comments and praise, sometimes apologizing for
late responses. He pushes followers to be more
interactive, as he also provides his personal email
address and engages in vivid discussions with followers.
One drawback of being conversational is that his tweets
are rarely retweeted, however his strategy is successful
as he has twice as many followers as the institutional
account.

Tweets: 811

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Following: 25
Followers: 8,518
Joined: 02/15/2011
Tweets/day: 0.82
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.65
Retweeted: 22%
Average of retweets: 4.69

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Investment in Community Health 
pays
3:59 PM - 16 Feb 2011

Richard Sezibera 
@rsezibera

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

I congratulate Kenya once again 
for a vibrant democracy and 
mature institutions. You make 
EAC proud. Pres Kenyatta has 
our support.
5:16 PM - 30 Mar 2013

Richard Sezibera 
@rsezibera

FollowFollow

74 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES
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The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) started tweeting from @EBRD in
March 2009, however it is not overly active with slightly
more than a tweet a day. The account focuses mainly on
EBRD news, current activities and funded projects. On a
number of occasions the @EBRD invites its followers to
“Have your say” and comment on EBRD’s draft country
strategies under development on its website. The bank
is not very conversational, with only 4% of its tweets are
@replies. However 20% of its tweets are @mentions,
mainly of Jonathan Charles (@EBRDcharles), its Director
of Communications. The @EBRD account makes good
use of videos and during its annual conference in
Istanbul in May 2013, Jonathan Charles, a former BBC
News presenter, was giving daily 2-minute video
round-ups of the meeting. Its most retweeted tweet
was the election on 18 May 2012 of “Sir Suma
Chakrabarti as the new President of the Bank for the
next 4 years.”

Tweets: 1,893
Following: 345
Followers: 5,280
Joined: 03/03/2009
Tweets/day: 1.18
Retweets: 20%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 45%
Average of retweets: 2.02

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

European)Bank)for)Reconstruction)and)Development
(EBRD)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

The EBRD blog is live! Join the 
conversation at 
http://www.ebrdblog.com/
11:44 PM - 15 Jun 2009

The EBRD 
@EBRD

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

EBRD shareholders have elected 
Sir Suma Chakrabarti as the new 
President of the Bank for the next 
4 years. More details will follow 
soon.
6:57 PM - 18 May 2012

The EBRD 
@EBRD

FollowFollow

16 RETWEETS

  

Suma Chakrabarti started tweeting @EBRDsuma shortly
after his election as President of the bank, on 11 July
2012. Suma Chakrabarti is not very active, but he does
tweet himself, often commenting on his different visits
and providing interesting insights into his meetings.
@EBRDsuma is not afraid to give a personal note to his
tweets, commenting on his holidays in India and how
his “17 year old leftie daughter wants old India back -
Calcutta intelligentsia, not Mumbai and Delhi business”
or commenting on Sheryl Shandberg’s book “Lean In”:
“Perfectly possible in #EBRD to achieve a better
work/life balance for all staff. Let's do it.” Or summing
up his week at the World Economic Forum in Davos: “All
meetinged out, countries and companies becoming like
one. Optimism up - slow recovery under way and EBRD
help wanted.” The Indian-born banker definitely
deserves more than 600 followers.

Tweets: 113
Following: 15
Followers: 603

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Joined: 07/11/2012
Tweets/day: 0.24
Retweets: 3%
Replies: 0.17
Retweeted: 47%
Average of retweets: 2.96

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Magic week - brill visits to 
Russia/Bulgaria, talking reform in 
both countries, seeing EBRD 
projects. Loved staff engagement. 
More please.
2:01 AM - 21 Jul 2012

Suma Chakrabarti 
@ebrdsuma

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

Istanbul for first Annual Meeting 
as EBRD President. All eyes on 
growth and what we and others 
can do to lift the numbers in our 
countries.
10:12 PM - 8 May 2013

Suma Chakrabarti 
@ebrdsuma

FollowFollow

12 RETWEETS
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Befitting a bank, the official Twitter account of the
European Central Bank is very formal in style and rarely
retweets, @mentions, @replies or engages with other
Twitter users and rarely uses hashtags. The account was
set up on 19 October 2009 when Jean-Claude Trichet
was President of the ECB. @ECB tweets on average 1.7
times a day, mainly official news, working papers, and
statements from its President Mario Draghi and senior
leadership as well as regular job ads. Among its most
popular tweets is the warning that “the
@MarioDraghiECB is fake and NOT an official account of
the ECB president”. The account has since been
suspended. Photos and videos are very rare, they only
posted four pictures of their new building under
construction in Frankfurt. Interestingly, its most popular
tweet is about the European football championships
semi-finals in 2012, sent from an iPhone and retweeted
348 times: “Congratulations to Germany, Spain,
Portugal and Italy #euro2012”.

Tweets: 2,485
Following: 47
Followers: 88,086
Joined: 10/19/2009
Tweets/day: 1.79
Retweets: 1%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 87%
Average of retweets: 10.32

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

European)Central)Bank)(ECB)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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447,000 counterfeit euro banknotes 
(on a total of 12.8 billion) withdrawn 
from circulation, 8% more than 
during H1 2009 http://bit.ly/8ZcyCf
1:10 AM - 12 Jan 2010

Eur. Central Bank 
@ecb

FollowFollow

  

Congratulations to Germany, 
Spain, Portugal and Italy
 #euro2012
11:52 PM - 24 Jun 2012

Eur. Central Bank 
@ecb

FollowFollow

343 RETWEETS  28 FAVORITES
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The official account of the United Nations Economic and
Social Council (UNECOSOC) has been humanized by
adding a photo of its president as the profile picture,
although he doesn’t tweet personally on the account.
The account was created on 26 February 2012 under
the presidency of Slovak diplomat Miloš Koterec. The
current president is Colombian diplomat Néstor Osorio.
Although @UNECOSOC does not engage in conversation
with other Twitter followers, it frequently retweets and
@mentions other UN accounts such as @UN, @UNDP,
@UN_Women, @UNICEF. The hashtags used reflect its
different campaigns. #FutureWeWant is a multi-year UN
project leveraging the visual arts and technologies to
illustrate how sustainable development can improve the
quality of lives and communities. #InnovateYourFuture
is a call for youth to share their thoughts on how
science, technology, innovation and culture can help
shape a sustainable world. The campaign is coordinated
via Twitter, dedicated Facebook page, and Thunderclap,
a crowd-speaking platform. The campaign culminated,
at the ECOSOC annual meeting in July 2013.

Tweets: 1,501
Following: 3,731
Followers: 7,156
Joined: 02/26/2012
Tweets/day: 2.44
Retweets: 33%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 53%
Average of retweets: 3.76

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

Economic'and'Social'Council'(ECOSOC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Have you sent in your ideas & 
questions? Be part of a UN debate 
on youth unemployment.
 bit.ly/yuOY9m #UN4youth
6:00 AM - 25 Feb 2012

Employing Youth for a Better Future - Let's
hear their voices......

United Nations ECOSOC You Tube - 10 February
2012 - Youth unemployment is on the rise across
the globe due to the current economic and
financial crisis. Let'...

United Nations         
@UN

FollowFollow

YouTube @YouTube

104 RETWEETS  16 FAVORITES

  

It was a great honor to meet #Pope 
Francis today. We addressed the 
issues of #poverty & #MDGs - #UN
 
2:49 PM - 13 Apr 2013

UN ECOSOC President 
@UNECOSOC

FollowFollow

64 RETWEETS  25 FAVORITES

  

Néstor Osorio, the President of UNECOSOC also has a
personal Twitter account for his role as Colombian
ambassador to the UN. @NestorOsorioL sent his first
tweet on 26 June 2012, the day Colombia assumed the
rotating presidency of the UN Security Council. The
account is not very active, tweeting every three days.
59% of @NestorOsorioL’s tweets are retweets, mainly
from the official @UNECOSOC account, the rest is a mix
of Spanish and English tweets. Néstor Osorio tweets
exclusively from his Blackberry and he rarely @mentions
or @replies. Not surprisingly only 21% of his tweets
have ever been retweeted.

Tweets: 142

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Following: 6

Followers: 294

Joined: 05/02/2012
Tweets/day: 0.29
Retweets: 59%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 21%
Average of retweets: 2.03

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

El 1 de julio Colombia asume por 
segunda vez la Presidencia del 
Consejo de Seguridad de Naciones 
Unidas. Gran honor para mi 
representar COL.
12:49 AM - 30 Jun 2012

Nestor Osorio 
@NestorOsorioL

FollowFollow

9 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

El 1 de julio Colombia asume por 
segunda vez la Presidencia del 
Consejo de Seguridad de 
Naciones Unidas. Gran honor 
para mi representar COL.
12:49 AM - 30 Jun 2012

Nestor Osorio 
@NestorOsorioL

FollowFollow

9 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Translation: On July 1 for the second time
Colombia assumed the presidency of the
Security Council of United Nations. Great honor
for me to represent COL.
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The European Patent Organisation, based in Munich, set
up its Twitter account on 6 April 2009 and is tweeting
on average 1.7 times per day. #Inventor, #Innovation,
#Invention and #Patent are among its most used
hashtags on the @EPOorg account. Its most popular
tweet is about an agreement in the European patent
court for more accessible patents for SMEs, retweeted
31 times. The organisation which boasts 7,000 staff
across Europe has also a specific Twitter account for job
openings @EPOjobs. The account also heavily promotes
its annual European Inventor Award with the hashtags
#EIA, #EIA2012 and #EIA13 and frequently features its
interns in its pictures.

Tweets: 2,849
Following: 600
Followers: 9,165
Joined: 04/06/2009
Tweets/day: 1.71
Retweets: 8%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 61%
Average of retweets: 3.32

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

European)Patent)Organisation
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Welcome to the Twitter Channel for 
the European Inventor of the Year 
2009. More Info about the event at 
http://is.gd/q3gy #EPO #IOY09
10:00 AM - 6 Apr 2009

EuropeanPatentOffice 
@EPOorg

FollowFollow

  

EPO welcomes European patent 
court agreement, key step 
towards more accessible patents 
for SMEs and more innovation in 
Europe  @EUHvR #EUCO
1:41 PM - 29 Jun 2012

EuropeanPatentOffice 
@EPOorg

FollowFollow

31 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES
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The European Space Agency (ESA) tweets in English
(@ESA), Italian (@ESA_Italia), Spanish (@ESA_es), German
(@ESA_de), Dutch (@ESA_nl), French (@ESA_fr) and
Greek (@ESA_Hellas) to a combined 244,000 followers.
@ESA is particularly active with more than 15 tweets per
day and the account is also among the most
conversational of all international organisations
analysed, as 18% of its tweets are @replies to other
Twitter users. Thirty percent of its tweets are retweets
mainly of European astronauts on Twitter such as
@Astro_Luca, @AstroSamantha and @Astro_Alex. The
account is worth following for its stunning pictures of
our planet taken from the International Space station,
which are tagged #ISS and #EarthFromSpace. The @ESA
account maintains two public Twitter lists, one
including the ten European astronauts on Twitter and
the other listing the 20 official ESA Twitter accounts,
featuring the @ESAMarsWebcam. Its most popular
tweet, re-tweeted 484 times, was sent on the day Neil
Armstrong died: “Look at the moon, think of Neil
Armstrong, first man to step there, and give him a
wink”.

Tweets: 12,975
Following: 415
Followers: 126,720
Joined: 02/20/2009
Tweets/day: 15.03
Retweets: 30%
Replies: 0.18
Retweeted: 56%
Average of retweets: 9.64

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

European)Space)Agency)(ESA)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Look at the moon, think of Neil 
Armstrong, first man to step 
there,  and give him a wink 
 1.usa.gov/OC86ZN
10:30 PM - 25 Aug 2012

Neil Armstrong: 1930-2012

NASA.gov brings you images,
videos and interactive features
from the unique perspective of
America's space agency. Get the latest
updates on NASA missions, subscribe to
blogs, RSS feeds and podcasts,...

ESA         
@esa

FollowFollow

NASA @NASA

464 RETWEETS  87 FAVORITES
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@Eurocontrol, the Twitter account of the European
Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation came to
worldwide fame on 14 April 2010 when it masterfully
handled the fallout of Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano
eruption, which closed 77% of European airspace,
grounding 100,000 aircraft. With phone lines jammed
and the website too difficult to update Eurocontrol’s
social media manager took to Twitter to send updates
about the ash cloud using the #ashtag. The number of
followers shot up from a mere 200 to over 7,000 by the
end of the week. Today the account has more than
55,000 followers and still tweets mainly about
#flightdelays. The account is highly conversational as
37% of its tweets are @replies to Twitter users,
providing answers and updates about the weather
conditions and possible delays. @Eurocontrol maintains
20 useful Twitter lists including a list of all the airports
and airlines on Twitter. The account tweets on average
four times a day and its most popular tweet was the
news of the Etna volcano eruption on 5 January 2012,
which was retweeted 354 times.

Tweets: 10,796
Following: 461
Followers: 55,507
Joined: 08/11/2009
Tweets/day: 4.19
Retweets: 12%
Replies: 0.37
Retweeted: 51%
Average of retweets: 13.16

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

European)Organisation)for)the)Safety)of)Air)Navigation
(EUROCONTROL)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Etna has erupted. No significant 
impact yet but some flights may 
be rerouted to avoid ash
 ow.ly/8iSq5
11:01 AM - 5 Jan 2012

EUROCONTROL         
@eurocontrol

FollowFollow

351 RETWEETS  13 FAVORITES

  

http://t.co/gHTZIAOs
https://twitter.com/eurocontrol/statuses/154865075239395328
https://twitter.com/eurocontrol
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The Food and Agriculture Organisation (@FAOnews) is a
champion of following other Twitter users. The Rome-
based organisation follows more than 64,000 other
Twitter users, the result of an earlier auto-follow policy,
which meant the account automatically followed
everyone back. @FAOnews is also among the most
active with 15,000 tweets since its debut on 28 January
2009. @FAOnews sends more than ten tweets a day on
average, providing regular updates and information
about its activities. The organisation rarely @replies its
followers, but does mention other Twitter users
including its secretary general @GrazianoDaSilva. FAO
maintains six Twitter lists including a list with 64
regional and sector-specific FAO accounts.

Tweets: 15,101
Following: 64,711
Followers: 98,202
Joined: 01/28/2009
Tweets/day: 10.77
Retweets: 17%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 80%
Average of retweets: 8.34

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Food$and$Agriculture$Organisation$of$the$United
Nations$(FAO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Today is the Intl Day against
 #ChildLabor. Learn how
 #UNFAO & @ILO to reduce 
child labor in #agriculture:
 ow.ly/bw6o5
8:47 AM - 12 Jun 2012

FAO Newsroom 
@FAOnews

FollowFollow

230 RETWEETS  20 FAVORITES

  

Graziano da Silva, the Director General of FAO, tweets
mainly in English and Spanish, but also in Portuguese,
French and Italian on the same account. #Hunger and
#hambre (Spanish for hunger) are among his most used
hashtags. The account is managed by his staff and he
has only signed 16 tweets with his initials JGS since
starting on Twitter in November 2010, including one on
the day he became FAO director general: “Thank you for
all the Happy New Year messages and wishing you all a
great 2012 back. Work has already started.-JGS”.
Annoyingly the account tweets his weekly Twitter stats
including the number of retweets, favourites and his
new follower count. @GrazianodaSilva’s most popular
tweet is in Spanish stating: “We cannot afford to waste
one third of the food produced when 870 million people
go hungry”.

Tweets: 2,283
Following: 251
Followers: 4,304
Joined: 11/02/2010
Tweets/day: 2.13
Retweets: 2%
Replies: 0.05

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Retweeted: 61%

Average of retweets: 2.78

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Política de Mercado de Trabajo y 
Pobreza Rural. Una muy buena 
publicación de FAO 
http://tinyurl.com/2vatu3k
5:59 PM - 24 Nov 2010

Graziano da Silva 
@grazianodasilva

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

No podemos permitir q se 
desperdicie 1/3 de la comida 
producida cuando 870 millones 
de personas pasan hambre -
 ow.ly/22Eh6c
11:45 AM - 11 Sep 2013

Graziano da Silva 
@grazianodasilva

FollowFollow

47 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES

  

Translation: We cannot afford to waste one
third of the food produced when 870 million
people go hungry - http://ow.ly/22Eh6c...
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The @G8 Twitter account was registered in December
2012 and started to tweet on 2 January 2013, when the
UK assumed the rotating presidency of the gathering of
the eight leaders of the world’s biggest economies. The
account was particularly active during the two day
annual summit held 17-18 June 2013 at Lough Erne,
Northern Ireland and has since become much quieter as
the UK presidency draws to a close. The account has
sent on average one tweet per day highlighting #Trade,
#Tax, #Transparency and 28% of tweets are retweets of
UK government accounts, namely the @ForeignOffice,
@Number10gov and @DFID_UK. The account is not
conversational at all, as only two tweets are @replies
and it hasn’t tweeted many pictures, even the
traditional group photo of the G8 leaders is missing
from its Twitter feed. It remains to be seen whether
Vladimir Putin will make better use of the account as he
assumes the @G8 presidency in 2014.

Tweets: 355
Following: 939
Followers: 6,410
Joined: 12/12/2012
Tweets/day: 1.17
Retweets: 28%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 69%
Average of retweets: 13.74

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

G8#countries

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The UK has assumed the G8 
Presidency for 2013. Find out our 
Prime
Minister's priorities. gov.uk/G8 
 #G8UK
12:58 PM - 2 Jan 2013

G8 Presidency 2013         
@G8

FollowFollow

92 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES

  

The UK has assumed the G8 
Presidency for 2013. Find out our 
Prime
Minister's priorities. gov.uk/G8 
 #G8UK
12:58 PM - 2 Jan 2013

G8 Presidency 2013         
@G8

FollowFollow

92 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES
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HIV AIDS, Malaria and TB are the key words on the
@GlobalFund's Twitter stream set up in April 2009. The
Fund tweets on average more than once a day, posting
pictures, videos, interesting facts and links to
suggested articles to read on the key issues the
organisation aims to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and
Malaria. 28% of its tweets are retweets of other news
sites and NGOs. Its most popular hashtag to date is
#TheBigPush, a campaign initiated by the Fund in
partnership with the Huffington Post to end Mother-to-
Child HIV Transmission. In September 2013 the Fund's
Thunderclap campaign to “#BeTheGeneration to defeat
AIDS, TB & malaria” reached a global audience of 100
million people through the support of its most
influential followers. The Global Fund also set up a
specific Twitter account for its @BornFreeofHIV
campaign. The campaign reached a symbolic
completion in October 2010 and the account, which has
more than 7,000 followers has been rarely used since.
In October the Fund was able to shorten its Twitter
handle from @GlobalFundNews to @GlobalFund.

Tweets: 2,029
Following: 3,288
Followers: 70,844
Joined: 04/24/2009
Tweets/day: 1.23
Retweets: 28%
Replies: 0.07
Retweeted: 62%
Average of retweets: 6.16

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

The$Global$Fund

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

A Global Fund twitter account...
6:15 PM - 27 Apr 2009

The Global Fund         
@GlobalFund

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

Scientists manipulate mosquitoes 
in malaria fight | Reuters
 reut.rs/f6w0vG via @reuters
7:06 PM - 24 Apr 2011

The Global Fund         
@GlobalFund

FollowFollow

83 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES
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Greenpeace was the first international organisation on
Twitter, setting up its account on 4 April 2007.
@Greenpeace is very active on the micoblogging
platform with an average of more than 14 tweets per
day. The account has more than 890,000 followers and
often encourages them to join their cause: “We're really
concerned for the safety of our activists - they need
your support savethearctic.org/action4arctic
#SaveTheArctic”, but it is not very conversational, as
only 4% are @replies. Greenpeace often uses pictures to
rally its followers to its campaigns and also promotes
its causes on its profile and its avatar, the two most
visible items on any Twitter account. The account often
retweets its regional accounts as well as the Twitter
account of the Arctic Sunrise, the ship that was seized
by the Russian authorities @GP_Sunrise.
#FreetheArctic30 has become the most used hashtag of
the account which also maintains seven Twitter lists
including a list of their 113 staff on Twitter. Greenpeace
is among the five most effective Twitter accounts as its
tweets are retweeted 67 times on average.

Tweets: 14,696
Following: 3,202
Followers: 891,702
Joined: 04/04/2007
Tweets/day: 14.24
Retweets: 44%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 54%
Average of retweets: 67.94

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

Greenpeace
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lovin' forests 
http://tinyurl.com/62enq3
12:31 AM - 16 Aug 2008

Greenpeace         
@Greenpeace

FollowFollow

  

#20ThingsIDontLike Oil companies 
planning to drill in the pristine 
Arctic #SaveTheArctic
 savethearctic.org 
11:05 AM - 15 Aug 2012

Greenpeace         
@Greenpeace

FollowFollow

1,451 RETWEETS  242 FAVORITES

  

Greenpeace’s International Executive Director, Kumi
Naidoo is among the five most effective heads of
international organisations on Twitter as his tweets are
retweeted on average 16 times. @KumiNaidoo is also
the second most active leader with more than seven
tweets a day on his Twitter account, which he opened
on 2 February 2009. He often retweets other
Greenpeace tweets (42%) but he is hardly conversational
with only 2% of tweets being @replies. However in
August 2013 he organized an Ask Me Anything session
on Reddit: “Want to ask me what it's like working as
Executive Director of @Greenpeace?
http://on.fb.me/16uSiS6 @reddit_AMA
pic.twitter.com/0x2aZXxFtT” and in October 2013 he
joined a Google+ hangout to answer questions about
the 30 activists detained in Russia.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Tweets: 3,988
Following: 478
Followers: 20,430
Joined: 02/02/2009
Tweets/day: 7.15
Retweets: 42%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 53%
Average of retweets: 16.94

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

I've joined Greenpeace to take 
climate action alongside courageous 
activists like those in Indonesia: 
http://bit.ly/one5th #F4C #cop15
4:50 PM - 19 Nov 2009

Kumi Naidoo 
@kuminaidoo

FollowFollow

4 RETWEETS

  

Most popular tweet

In Germany, of all installed 
power capacity in the last decade, 
81% was renewable. If one 
country can do it, then why  not 
all others?
9:07 AM - 8 Aug 2012

Kumi Naidoo 
@kuminaidoo

FollowFollow

414 RETWEETS  58 FAVORITES
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The Inter-American Development Bank tweets in English
(@the_IDB), Portuguese (@bidbr) and Spanish @el_BID to
a mainly Latin-American audience of more than
100,000 followers. It is therefore no surprise that its
Spanish account is the most popular, with nine times
more followers than the English account. The @el_BID
account is prolific with almost eleven tweets per day
most of link to the website and showcase innovative
approaches by finance institutions to social
development in Latin America and the Caribbean. The
account often retweets and @mentions others mainly its
President, Luis Alberto Moreno (@MorenoBID).

Tweets: 10,560
Following: 348
Followers: 92,836
Joined: 12/31/2008
Tweets/day: 10.81
Retweets: 22%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 73%
Average of retweets: 7.32

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Inter&American,Development,Bank,(IADB)
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¿Cómo hizo Hong Kong para 
reducir drásticamente la 
corrupción? Un caso de estudio 
para #AméricaLatina. (video)
 ow.ly/ox8JV
3:55 AM - 4 Sep 2013

¿Qué hacer para atacar la
corrupción en América
Latina?

Hong Kong, uno de los más
corruptos hace décadas, ahora es un
modelo para combatir este problema.

el BID         
@el_BID

FollowFollow

CNNExpansión.com @cnnexpansion

76 RETWEETS  29 FAVORITES

  

Translation: How did Hong Kong to drastically
reduce corruption? A case study for
#LatinAmerica. (video) ow.ly/ox8JV

The president of the Inter-American Development Bank,
Luis Alberto Moreno is the sixth most followed and the
second most effective head of an international
organisation on Twitter, considering that 99% of his
tweets are retweeted and on average more than 31
times. @MorenoBID, joined Twitter in May 2012 and
tweets mainly in Spanish with occasional tweets in
English. In his first tweet @MorenoBID asked his
followers to “Join me and get to know people and ideas
that transform Latin America and the Caribbean.” The
former Colombian diplomat tweets on average twice a
day, but almost never retweets or @replies to other
Twitter users. The account frequently quotes major
news-outlets such as El Pais, The New York Times, The
Economist, the Financial Times and the Wall Street
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Journal. Besides these quotes, @MorenoBID tweets facts
and figures relevant to the region. His most popular
tweet, retweeted 345 times, is the New York Times
article stating that for the first time there are more US
citizens migrating to Mexico than Mexican citizens
going to the US.

Tweets: 972
Following: 63
Followers: 39,435
Joined: 05/31/2012
Tweets/day: 1.94
Retweets: 1%
Replies: 0
Retweeted: 99%
Average of retweets: 31.29

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Acompáñenme a conocer la gente y 
las ideas que están transformando a 
América Latina y el Caribe.
8:24 PM - 18 Jun 2012

Luis Alberto Moreno         
@MorenoBID

FollowFollow

15 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

Por 1ra vez, el nro de 
estadounidenses migrando a 
México supera el de mexicanos 
migrando a EEUU @NYTimes
 ow.ly/23vQOA
8:05 PM - 22 Sep 2013

For Migrants, New Land of
Opportunity Is Mexico
By Damien Cave
@damiencave

With Europe sputtering and China costly, the
“stars are aligning” for Mexico as broad
changes in the global economy create new
dynamics of migration.

Luis Alberto Moreno         
@MorenoBID

FollowFollow

The New York Times @nytimes

347 RETWEETS  51 FAVORITES

  

Translation: For 1st time, the number of
Americans moving to Mexico is bigger than

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Mexicans migrating to the USA @NYTimes
http://ow.ly/23vQOA



#Japan, #Nuclear #Earthquake and #Fukushima are
among the top hashtags on the Twitter account of the
International Atomic Energy Agency set up on 23
January 2009. All but one of the agency’s 25 most
retweeted tweets are about the situation at the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, which exploded on 11
March 2011 after the Great East Japan Earthquake and
tsunami. @IAEAorg tweets on average once a day, but
rarely @mentions or @replies to other Twitter users.
The Vienna-based UN agency has more than 50,000
followers and it uses the account to broadcast updates
and news about its activities, without interacting or
engaging with its followers. The IAEA only follows 171
other Twitter accounts, including NGOs, other UN
agencies, and IAEA departments such as the Incident
and Emergency Centre (@IAEAIEC), the Nuclear Energy
Department (@IAEANE), the Nuclear Sciences and
Applications Department (@IAEANA), its Research
Reactor Section (@IAEARR), the Technical Cooperation
Programme (@IAEATC) and its International Nuclear
Information System (@INISsecretariat).

Tweets: 1,679
Following: 171
Followers: 54,101
Joined: 01/23/2009
Tweets/day: 0.96
Retweets: 4%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 67%
Average of retweets: 15.47

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Atomic*Energy*Agency*(IAEA)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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New web story: A Pest That Knows 
No Borders 
http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/N
ews/2009/pestnoborders.html
9:30 AM - 23 Jan 2009

IAEA         
@iaeaorg

FollowFollow

  

IAEA informed that Fukushima 
accident is now Level 7 'Major 
Accident' event on Int'l Nuclear & 
Radiological Event Scale: 
http://j.mp/hm0wCM
6:54 AM - 12 Apr 2011

IAEA         
@iaeaorg

FollowFollow

249 RETWEETS  19 FAVORITES
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The International Criminal Court, based in The Hague is
on Twitter since 31 July 2009 and is one of the few
international organisations not following any other
Twitter user. The @IntlCrimCourt Twitter account is
mainly used to broadcast its verdicts and hearings,
including a weekly tweet review of its activities. The
account has never sent a single @reply, nor does it
retweet or @mention other Twitter users, however it
does tweet YouTube video recordings of the public
hearings in the Hague. The @IntlCrimCourt tweets in
English and French on the same Twitter account, which
can be confusing for followers who only speak one of
the two official languages. However the court is quite
successful as 94% of its tweets are retweeted. Its most
popular tweet, retweeted 334 times, is about the verdict
of Thomas Lubanga, who was found guilty of using
children in hostilities.

Tweets: 1,080
Following: 0
Followers: 77,300
Joined: 07/31/2009
Tweets/day: 0.69
Retweets:
Replies:
Retweeted: 94%
Average of retweets: 16.59

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Criminal*Court*(ICC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The test tweet
11:50 AM - 31 Jul 2009

Int'l Criminal Court 
@IntlCrimCourt

FollowFollow

  

ICC First verdict: Thomas 
Lubanga guilty of conscripting 
and enlisting children and using 
them to participate in hostilities
10:34 AM - 14 Mar 2012

Int'l Criminal Court 
@IntlCrimCourt

FollowFollow

326 RETWEETS  12 FAVORITES
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The International Committee of the Red Cross tweets on
average three times per day in English @ICRC. The
Geneva-based organisation also maintains accounts in
French @CICR_fr, Spanish @CICR_es, Portuguese
@CICV_pt, Arabic @ICRC_ar, Russian @MKKK and
German @IKRK. Since starting out on Twitter in October
2009 the ICRC has created a community of more than
209,000 followers, most of which are on its main
English account. The account has a steady flow of
tweets mainly comprising of news updates with links to
its official website, as well as pictures and mentions of
donors. It is also quite a visual account to follow as it
shares pictures and videos to demonstrate either the
end result of donations or what donations are needed.
Eighteen percent of its tweets are retweets of other
national Red Cross accounts including: @ICRC_uk,
@icrc_dc, @ICRC_my, @ICRC_au and its spokespeople.
The timeline is dominated by hashtags about #Syria,
#Libya, #Mali and #Afghanistan.

Tweets: 4,185
Following: 616
Followers: 177,708
Joined: 10/26/2009
Tweets/day: 3.26
Retweets: 18%
Replies: 0.07
Retweeted: 78%
Average of retweets: 14.83

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Committee*of*the*Red*Cross*(ICRC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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An ICRC website is available for 
people seeking to restore contact 
with relatives following the Haiti 
earthquake. http://bit.ly/6E6d1W
10:27 PM - 14 Jan 2010

ICRC         
@ICRC

FollowFollow

5 RETWEETS

  By CICR @CICR_es

Thank you @uefacom and
 @cristiano Ronaldo for donating 
100,000 euros! It will help Afghan 
amputees to walk again
 twitpic.com/c3fwrh
10:04 PM - 13 Feb 2013

ICRC         
@ICRC

FollowFollow

250 RETWEETS  44 FAVORITES

  

The ICRC has set up a personal account for the
@ICRC_President which is still protected as Peter Maurer
is not active yet. However Director General
@YvesDaccord has been sharing personal insights since
21 December 2012, often retweeting the main @ICRC
account from his iPhone and iPad. @YvesDaccord's
tweets are retweeted more than five times on average.
His most retweeted tweet is his call for the release of
seven ICRC members who were abducted in Syria,
retweeted 91 times on 13 October 2013.
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Tweets: 415
Following: 227
Followers: 1,538
Joined: 12/21/2012
Tweets/day: 1.4
Retweets: 28%
Replies: 0.13
Retweeted: 60%
Average of retweets: 7.12

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Central African Republic ceasefire 
urged as talks begin ow.ly/gFOr7
 #CAR
7:14 PM - 9 Jan 2013

AlertNet 
@AlertNet

FollowFollow

4 RETWEETS

  

Most popular tweet

7 of our colleagues have been 
abducted in northwest #Syria. 
We call for their immediate 
release.
6:19 PM - 13 Oct 2013

Yves Daccord 
@YvesDaccord

FollowFollow

91 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD) started its Twitter adventure on 1 May 2009 and
since then has been a very active posting more than six
tweets a day. The @IFADnews account shares news
about IFAD activities, agriculture and development
related messages including live coverage from IFAD
activities, events, missions and stories from the field.
@IFADnews is particularly active during live events
sending over 100 updates a day. The account has used
some innovative tactics on Twitter including live chats
with the lead author of IFAD's flagship publication;
follower interaction through questions and comments,
especially for corporate events and the use of a Twitter
wall to live stream tweets during conferences. The UN
specialized agency interacts with followers as more than
22% of their tweets being retweets and every second
message includes an @mention often generated
through the promotion of its Storify summaries. Among
the most mentioned accounts in the Twitter feed are
other Rome-based agencies, namely @FAOnews and
@WFP and the IFAD President Kanayo Nwanze
@knwanze. The team managing the account often
shares behind-the-scenes pictures of international
conferences and meetings of President Kanayo Nwanze.

Tweets: 12,495
Following: 598
Followers: 25,915
Joined: 05/01/2009
Tweets/day: 6.38
Retweets: 22%
Replies: 0.1
Retweeted: 57%
Average of retweets: 3.66

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

International*Fund*for*Agricultural*Development*(IFAD)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Did you know that poor people 
spend between 50 to 80 per cent 
of their income on #food?
 #agrf2012 #IFAD bit.ly/147iju
1:41 PM - 25 Sep 2012

IFAD 
@IFADnews

FollowFollow

125 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES

  

President Kanayo Nwanze (@knwanze) joined the
Twittersphere on 26 January 2010, while at the Annual
Meeting of the World Economic Forum in Davos to
discuss the reconstruction Haiti after the earthquake.
“As I make my way to #Davos, thinking about how to
rebuild #Haiti”. Kanayo Nwanze tweets on average every
second day and not surprisingly #agriculture is among
the most used hashtags. Though, his account is not as
active as other leaders of international organisations he
often tweets about his agenda and institutional travels
with a mix of informal pictures from his institutional
engagements. In terms of personal interaction 11% of
his tweets are @replies and he has joined one Twitter
chat and often thanks his followers for their comments
and praise.

Tweets: 623
Following: 360
Followers: 1,691
Joined: 01/26/2010
Tweets/day: 0.45
Retweets: 22%

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Replies: 0.11
Retweeted: 45%
Average of retweets: 3.34

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

As I make my way to #Davos, 
thinking about how to rebuild #haiti 
http://bit.ly/6u7nHO  #ifad
 #agriculture
4:01 PM - 26 Jan 2010

Kanayo Nwanze 
@knwanze

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

To End Hunger in Africa, We 
Must Put Women at the Center of 
Agricultural Growth - Forbes
 onforb.es/12l2Lw4 cc:@wfp
 @unwomen @faonews
9:13 AM - 13 Dec 2012

To End Hunger in Africa, We
Must Put Women at the
Center of Agricul...
By Skoll World Forum
@SkollWorldForum

Editor’s note: Sheila Sisulu is the Deputy
Executive Director for Hunger Solutions in
the Office of the Executive Director of the
World Food Programme. This article was
originally written for...

Kanayo Nwanze 
@knwanze

FollowFollow

Forbes @Forbes

51 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES
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The International Federation of Red Cross (IFRC) was
among the earliest adopters of Twitter, starting on 28
August 2008 with the @Federation Twitter handle.
@Federation tweets on average four times per day, but
it has far less followers than its sister organisation the
@ICRC. The account tweets in English, mainly posting
about their activities, tips to deal with natural
catastrophes and field stories including a wealth of
pictures and videos from the ground. @Federation
consistently retweets and mentions other Twitter
accounts of other Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
It maintains eight Twitter lists including a list with
Twitter accounts of its 355 members and staff. Nine
percent of its tweets are retweets mainly of its staff
@MacOtten, @MatzSchmale and its Secretary General
@BekeleGeleta.

Tweets: 7,161
Following: 745
Followers: 30,973
Joined: 08/28/2008
Tweets/day: 4.1
Retweets: 9%
Replies: 0.14
Retweeted: 76%
Average of retweets: 7.48

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

International*Federation*of*Red*Cross*and*Red*Crescent
Societies*(IFRC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Happy World Red Cross Red 
Crescent Day. The Movement is 
as committed today as it was 150 
yrs ago. #RCRCDay
7:00 AM - 8 May 2013

IFRC         
@Federation

FollowFollow

192 RETWEETS  23 FAVORITES

  

Bekele Geleta, the Secretary General of the IFRC set up
his Twitter account @BekeleGeleta on 31 October 2011,
but only tweets intermittently, especially during the
World Economic Forum annual meetings in Davos in
2012 and 2013. Bekele Geleta tweets himself sharing
poignant statements and personal observations. Since
the Red Cross Global Youth Conference in mid-
November 2013 the activity of his account has been
more regular.

Tweets: 28
Following: 14
Followers: 738
Joined: 10/31/2011
Tweets/day: 0.04
Retweets: 4%
Replies: 0.11
Retweeted: 64%
Average of retweets: 3.56

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

talking #twitter with @goliameri
9:55 AM - 31 Oct 2011

bekele geleta 
@bekelegeleta

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

Sad news of shooting  syrian red 
crescent sec gen. RC emblem 
must be respected by all parties 
at all times. We deliver aid 
impartial neutral
8:56 PM - 25 Jan 2012

bekele geleta 
@bekelegeleta

FollowFollow

10 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE
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The International Labour Organisation (ILO) has two
official Twitter accounts @ILO and @ILOnews but is
mainly using the latter one, tweeting on average three
times a day since 30 August 2011. The Twitter stream
of @ILOnews pays special attention to youth
unemployment, with #Youth and #Jobs being the most
used hashtags after #ILO. The micro-blogging service is
used to share videos, photos, interviews, stats and
reports, as well as links to their Facebook page, which
promotes a broader discussion on youth employment
issues. The account is seen as authoritative by its
followers who have retweeted 76% of its tweets. The
International Labour Organisation interacts with its
audience through video and photo contests as well as
Q&A sessions during live events, creating a quite
balanced two-way communication. The shorter @ILO
handle is rarely used having only sent 60 tweets, but
has more than 6,000 followers. The Geneva-based
organisation also has a secondary Twitter account,
@ILO_IPEC, which focuses solely on the work of the
International Programme on the Elimination of Child
labour and which was set up in 2009, more than two
years before the @ILOnews account, on the occasion of
the World Day Against Child Labour.

Tweets: 2,407
Following: 874
Followers: 21,597
Joined: 08/30/2011
Tweets/day: 3.05
Retweets: 14%
Replies: 0.11
Retweeted: 76%
Average of retweets: 7.63

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

International*Labour*Organisation*(ILO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

World Congress on Safety and 
Health at Work - 
www.ilo.org/oshcongress2011
9:51 AM - 6 Sep 2011

ILO 
@ILONEWS

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

There are 21million victims of 
forced labour : 11.4 million 
women&girls ,9.5 million 
men&boys bit.ly/19UG1YL 
 #StopTrafficking
11:10 AM - 18 Oct 2013

ILO 
@ILONEWS

FollowFollow

194 RETWEETS  16 FAVORITES

  

Guy Ryder sent his first tweet the day he took office on
1 October 2012 highlighting the many challenges and
opportunities on his new role as Director General of the
International Labour Organisation: “First day as the
#ILO's Director-General: I think we've got a lot of
challenges ahead of us, but enormous opportunities
too.” The @GuyRyder account, managed by the
Department of Communication, is not very active with
only one tweet every other day and Guy Ryder has
personally signed only 22 tweets with his initials GR.
The account posts mainly about ways to secure
economic growth and development and 87% of his
tweets have been retweeted. His most popular tweet
was sent on 18 November 2012 in which he stressed
the importance of employment as a “decent job is the
best way out of poverty”. @GuyRyder rarely shares
pictures of his activity and has only every sent four
@replies.

Tweets: 167
Following: 130

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Followers: 1,406
Joined: 09/19/2012
Tweets/day: 0.42
Retweets: 4%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 87%
Average of retweets: 5.6

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

First day as the #ILO's Director-
General: I think we've got a lot of 
challenges ahead of us, but 
enormous opportunities too.
11:25 AM - 1 Oct 2012

Guy Ryder 
@GuyRyder

FollowFollow

4 RETWEETS

  

Most popular tweet

A decent job is the best way out 
of #poverty and it’s also the way 
economies grow. #Jobs mean
 #development.
9:48 PM - 18 Nov 2012

Guy Ryder 
@GuyRyder

FollowFollow

27 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES
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The global economic crisis has brought the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) to the spotlight and
in the headlines of all major international news media.
The IMF has been tweeting in English @IMFnews since
18 March 2009, since 2011 in Spanish @FMInoticias,
and since May 2013 also in Arabic @AkhbarAsunduk.
However the language accounts have far less followers
than the main account which also sometimes tweets in
French and Russian. The IMF generally broadcasts its
perspective on the international economic outlook.
Ninety percent of its tweets are retweeted, on average
11 times. The account tweets on average 3.5 times a
day. Activity spikes during the annual meeting of the
IMF, when the account live tweets key statements from
the discussions, which can also be followed on a special
@IMFLive account. Not surprisingly Christine @Lagarde
is most often mentioned in the tweets. The official
statement released on the Fund’s former Managing
Director Dominique Strauss Kahn after his arrest in New
York in May 2012 remains the account’s the most
retweeted tweet to date.

Tweets: 5,017
Following: 319
Followers: 196,453
Joined: 03/18/2009
Tweets/day: 3.86
Retweets: 9%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 90%
Average of retweets: 11.76

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

International*Monetary*Fund*(IMF)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Statement on IMF Managing 
Director Dominique Strauss-
Kahn  http://bit.ly/jIHJ61
2:15 PM - 15 May 2011

IMF         
@IMFNews

FollowFollow

215 RETWEETS  24 FAVORITES

  

The IMF’s Managing Director, Christine Lagarde joined
Twitter on 25 May 2011 when she was still France’s
Finance Minister and she has quickly become the
second most followed head of an international
institution with more than 150,000 followers. She is
also the most effective leader of an international
organisation on Twitter since her tweets are retweeted
on average 48 times. @Lagarde only follows seven other
accounts, an interesting and select mix including
@HillaryClinton, Lithuanian President Dalia
@Grybauskaite_LT New York Times columnist
@NYTimesDowd, opinion page Project Syndicate
@ProSyn, Nobel prize-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz
@joestiglitz, and French blogger and serial entrepreneur
@Loic Le Meur. As part of her bid to become head of
the IMF, on 9 June 2011 she answered questions live on
Facebook and Twitter. Laconic and direct in her
answers, she did not however use the dedicated
hashtag #Lagardechat in her tweets, making her replies
less easily accessible. @Lagarde’s team tweets in
English and sometimes in French, maintaining a formal
tone. Most tweets revolve around her official visits,
speeches and participation in conferences, often on
women’s issues. Considered one of the most prominent
women on the international stage, her tweet on
International Women’s Day in 2012, advising young
women to “educate yourselves, work hard, be brave,
and help each other”, was retweeted 1,390 times.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Tweets: 375
Following: 7
Followers: 154,960
Joined: 05/25/2011
Tweets/day: 0.42
Retweets: 0%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 86%
Average of retweets: 48.11

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Conférence de presse à 11h45. Live 
tweet à venir
11:41 AM - 25 May 2011

Christine Lagarde 
@Lagarde

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

Happy International Women’s 
day. My advice to young women: 
educate yourselves, work hard, 
be brave, and help each other.
5:04 PM - 8 Mar 2012

Christine Lagarde 
@Lagarde

FollowFollow

1,382 RETWEETS  137 FAVORITES
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The London-based International Maritime Organisation
(@IMOHQ) has been tweeting “to promote safer
shipping on cleaner oceans” since August 2010. The
main themes on IMO’s Twitter feed are its activities and
#maritime issues, with a special focus on the issue of
#piracy. @IMOHQ also tweets about other UN
programmes and activities such as #rioplus20 and the
#futurewewant campaign. The organisation is the
second most conversational organisation with 35% of its
tweets being @replies to other Twitter users mainly
answering questions about the organisation and its
activities and often linking to their website and
Facebook page. It has most interactions with @Crewtoo,
home of seafarers online.

Tweets: 3,476
Following: 683
Followers: 14,734
Joined: 08/03/2010
Tweets/day: 3.86
Retweets: 19%
Replies: 0.35
Retweeted: 48%
Average of retweets: 3.77

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Maritime*Organisation*(IMO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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I uploaded a YouTube video -- 
Invaders from the sea (IMO-BBC 
Documentary) 
http://youtu.be/w9JgAXgiqLQ?a
5:12 PM - 25 Nov 2010

IMO 
@IMOHQ

FollowFollow

3 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES

  

90% of the world's goods are 
transported by sea by thousands 
of unsung heroes - today add 
your voice to our campaign & RT
 #thankyouseafarer
7:05 AM - 25 Jun 2013

IMO 
@IMOHQ

FollowFollow

99 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES
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The International Criminal Police Organisation,
INTERPOL consistently refers to itself in capital letters in
all its tweets and its Twitter profile where it promotes
the YouTube channel as well as its website. Interpol
uses Twitter to raise awareness of crime around the
world, frequently posting content from their website,
including global alerts and press releases. The
organisation, headquartered in Lyon, France has a
series of sector-specific Twitter accounts:
@INTERPOL_EC for environmental crime,
@INTERPOL_SPORT to fight corruption in sports,
@INTERPOL_Cyber criminality and @INTERPOL_EDU an
educational website for teenagers. @INTERPOL_HQ
rarely replies to other Twitter users and mainly
@mentions its own accounts. The agency also has a
specific Twitter account @RedNotices for the most
wanted fugitives, which is a private and protected
account. Red notices are also issued on the main
account. Its most retweeted tweet was the “global
security alert in connection with #Boston marathon
bombings”. The account automatically tweets everytime
a video is uploaded, favourite or likes on its YouTube
channel, making @YouTube the account’s most
frequent @mention.

Tweets: 1,170
Following: 1,068
Followers: 20,077
Joined: 06/25/2009
Tweets/day: 0.73
Retweets: 9%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 80%
Average of retweets: 6.07

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Interpol

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

INTERPOL to work with UN 
Peacekeeping to build police 
capability in post-conflict countries 
– see www.interpol.int
3:26 PM - 25 Jun 2009

INTERPOL 
@INTERPOL_HQ

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

INTERPOL issues global security 
alert in connection with #Boston 
marathon bombings at request of 
#US authorities
interpol.int/en/News-and-me…
12:24 AM - 20 Apr 2013

INTERPOL 
@INTERPOL_HQ

FollowFollow

123 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES
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The ITC is a subsidiary of the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) and the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) and provides trade-related
technical assistance. #Trade, #Women and #Export are
the most used words on the @ITCnews Twitter account.
The Geneva-based organisation started using Twitter
on 23 June 2011 and mainly tweets in English and
sometimes in French and Spanish. The account tweets
1.4 times a day on average, mainly posting about
projects and job openings. 26% of its tweets are
retweets, mainly of its market analysis account
@ITC_MktAnalysis, its trade and environment account
@ITCenvironment, and its Executive Director
@AranchaGlezLaya.

Tweets: 1,211
Following: 880
Followers: 2,301
Joined: 06/23/2011
Tweets/day: 1.4
Retweets: 26%
Replies: 0.12
Retweeted: 35%
Average of retweets: 2.01

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Trade*Centre*(INTRACEN)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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ITC to develop 4 projects to connect 
SMEs to the tourism industry:
 bit.ly/iiFwFd
11:04 AM - 23 Jun 2011

Int Trade Centre 
@ITCnews

FollowFollow

  

We will not save the world by 
fashion, but we can support
 #women living in extreme
 #poverty
 rendezvous.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/15/we-
 @FollowWestwood
 @IHTLuxury
10:30 AM - 16 Nov 2012

'We Will Not Save the World by Fashion'

The iconoclastic English fashion designer
and environmental activist Vivienne
Westwood delivers some hard truths to her
high-fashion peers at the IHT Luxury
Conference: The Promise of Africa, The...

Int Trade Centre 
@ITCnews

FollowFollow

20 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Arancha Gonzalez became Executive Director of the
International Trade Centre in September 2013 and her
most popular tweet, retweeted six times, is about her
first staff meeting: “My first meeting with all @ITCnews
staff as Executive Director: privileged to lead an agency
that delivers concrete results on the ground.”
@AranchaGlezLaya set up her Twitter account on 25
November 2012 when she was still at the World Trade
Organisation. She is among the handful of leaders who
tweet themselves, which is probably why she is not
overly active. She tweets only intermittently, every three
days on average from her iPad or Blackberry. Her
Twitter activity has markedly increased since becoming
ITC’s Executive Director and 30% of her tweets are
retweets, mainly of @ITCnews and other international
trade and development organisations.
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Tweets: 107
Following: 44
Followers: 130
Joined: 11/25/2012
Tweets/day: 0.31
Retweets: 30%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 22%
Average of retweets: 2.46

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Catalunya: gobernar necesitara 
construir consensos. Ciudadanos no 
quieren aventuras#Catalunya#25N
11:25 PM - 25 Nov 2012

Arancha Gonzalez 
@AranchaGlezLaya

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

My first meeting with all
 @ITCnews staff as Executive 
Director: privileged to lead an 
agency that delivers concrete 
results on the ground.
4:49 PM - 12 Sep 2013

Arancha Gonzalez 
@AranchaGlezLaya

FollowFollow

6 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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#Migration, #Migrants and #HumanTrafficking are the
top hashtags on the @IOM_news Twitter account of the
International Organisation for Migration, which was
established in 1951 as the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration (ICEM) to help
resettle people displaced by World War II. The Geneva-
based organisation started its Twitter journey on 27
October 2009 and sends on average more than six
tweets per day. The account is used to raise awareness
of migration and to spread a positive image of
migrants. During August 2013, the dominant topic on
the account was about youth migration: “Why does
Youth Migration matter? Tell us what you think and join
our Google+ Hangout on International Youth Day!” The
account often @mentions other Twitter users, namely
the Twitter handle of its UN office @IOMatUN and its
director general @DGIOM. But also other UN agencies,
particularly UNOCHA's @ReliefWeb, and UNHCR's
@Refugees. The IOM has 29 regional accounts, but does
not have a Twitter list containing all of them.

Tweets: 3,687
Following: 668
Followers: 12,494
Joined: 10/27/2009
Tweets/day: 6.78
Retweets: 12%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 69%
Average of retweets: 3.26

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Organisation*for*Migration*(IOM)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Preventing Human Trafficking in 
Build Up to African Cup of Nations: 
http://bit.ly/LJ8RH
6:51 AM - 29 Oct 2009

IOM 
@IOM_news

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET

  

Remittances, the money sent 
home by migrants, are three 
times the size of official 
development assistance
 ow.ly/eWuTk @worldbank
3:57 PM - 1 Nov 2012

IOM 
@IOM_news

FollowFollow

56 RETWEETS  8 FAVORITES

  

William Lacy Swing, the Director General of the
International Organisation for Migration was the last
head of an international organisation to set up a
personal Twitter account on 9 September 2013. The
@DGIOM is a ‘personal-institutional’ Twitter account,
which is maintained by his staff and will be handed to
his successors. Since September 2013 his team has sent
on average 1.7 tweets per day. His most retweeted
tweet was sent on 15 October 2013 during the release
of IOM’s World Migration Report: #Migrants are not
commodities: they are mothers, fathers, neighbors &
friends. #WMR2013”, he tweeted.

Tweets: 78
Following: 95
Followers: 461
Joined: 09/09/2013
Tweets/day: 1.77
Retweets: 5%
Replies:
Retweeted: 68%
Average of retweets: 4.32

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Good day All! I am proud to be 
associated with the launch of IOM’s 
World Migration report  ow.ly/oYClz
12:30 PM - 18 Sep 2013

WMR2013

World Migration Report 2013:
Migrant Well-being and
Development Drawing on the
findings of a Gallup World Poll, IOM presents for
the first time a global picture of what life is really
like for...

William Lacy Swing 
@DGIOM

FollowFollow

YouTube @YouTube

5 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

#Migrants are not commodities: 
they are mothers, fathers, 
neighbors & friends. #WMR2013
4:32 PM - 15 Oct 2013

William Lacy Swing 
@DGIOM

FollowFollow

30 RETWEETS  9 FAVORITES
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Generating interest in ISO standards and promoting
their five-digit codes is the challenge of @MariaLazarte
the social media manager of the International
Organisation for Standardisation mentioned in the
Twitter bio of @ISOstandards. Since 8 July 2009 the
Geneva-based organisation has sent out an average of
more than three tweets per day in English and in French
on the same account. The account proactively tries to
engage its followers with questions such as: “Guess
who, guess who... Do you know which well-known ISO
standard celebrates its second birthday this month?“ Its
most frequently used hashtags are #ISO26000 on social
responsibility, #ISO50001 on energy management and
#ISO14001 on environmental management. 69% of its
tweets are retweeted and its most popular tweet is
about the #ISO9001 standard on supply chain quality
management. The organisation maintains one Twitter
list containing 25 national standardisation bodies on
Twitter.

Tweets: 4,286
Following: 128
Followers: 14,997
Joined: 07/08/2009
Tweets/day: 3.28
Retweets: 11%
Replies: 0.13
Retweeted: 69%
Average of retweets: 4.72

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

International*Organisation*for*Standardization*(ISO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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#ISO9001 revision reaches 
Committee Draft stage
 ow.ly/mxMCb
8:08 PM - 1 Jul 2013

ISO 
@isostandards

FollowFollow

43 RETWEETS  9 FAVORITES

  

The standardisation body has also created a personal-
institutional Twitter account for its secretary general
@ISOSecGen. Since 3 July 2013 Rob Steele has only sent
20 tweets and only follows two other accounts, namely
@ISOstandards and @NicolasFleury, ISO’s Director of
Communications. Not surprisingly he has less than a
hundred followers. His most popular tweet was sent on
14 October 2013 on the occasion of World Standards
Day, retweeted eleven times.

Tweets: 20
Following: 2
Followers: 62
Joined: 07/03/2013
Tweets/day: 0.41
Retweets:
Replies:
Retweeted: 45%
Average of retweets: 3.33

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Ready for the #ISOGA in St. 
Petersburg next week
9:15 AM - 13 Sep 2013

Rob Steele 
@ISOSecGen

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

Happy #WorldStandardsDay!
5:28 PM - 14 Oct 2013

Rob Steele 
@ISOSecGen

FollowFollow

11 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE
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Geneva-based International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) opened its institutional Twitter account on 16 May
2009. @ITU is fairly active with more than seven tweets
per day, a quarter of which are retweets mainly of its
secretary general @ITUSecGen and its spokespersons
Paul @Conneally, @Toby_Johnson and @SarahParkesitu.
Among its most used hashtags are #TechNeedsGirls
and #GirlsInICT putting the accent squarely on reducing
the gender gap in ICT. Tellingly its most retweeted
tweet was sent on International Women's Day. The
account has been particularly active during ITU events
such as #ITUworld, #WCIT12, #bynd2015 and #WSIS.
During the highly controversial World Conference on
International Telecommunications (WCIT), @ITU sent a
total of 256 tweets using the #wcit12 hashtag to share
news items, daily newsletters and live webcasts of the
debates.

Tweets: 6,042
Following: 591
Followers: 24,468
Joined: 05/16/2009
Tweets/day: 7.85
Retweets: 26%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 65%
Average of retweets: 4.76

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

International*Telecommunication*Union*(ITU)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Happy International Women's Day! 
Let's work together to close gender 
gap within ICT sector:
 itu4u.wordpress.com/2013/03/08/itu
 #IWD2013
10:41 AM - 8 Mar 2013

ITU         
@ITU

FollowFollow

106 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES

  

ITU has set up a ‘personal institutional’ account for its
Secretary General Hamadoun Touré. The @ITUSecGen
account is managed by his staff and personal tweets are
signed with his initials “HT”. Since starting out on
Twitter on 16 June 2009 Hamadoun Touré has signed
13 tweets himself. The account chronicles the activities
of the secretary general and live tweets his speeches.
The account was particularly active during the 2012
World Conference on International Telecommunications
(WCIT), sending out more than 90 tweets. A quote from
his plenary speech stating that the “Internet is a
valuable global public resource and every citizen in the
world should be able to benefit from” has become his
most popular tweet to date. The @ITUSecGen account is
also used to debunk allegations levelled against ITU:
“Idea that ITU/UN is trying to take over the internet is
simply ridiculous!” it tweeted on 2 May 2012.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Tweets: 600

Following: 96
Followers: 3,662
Joined: 06/11/2009
Tweets/day: 0.38
Retweets: 6%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 63%
Average of retweets: 5.04

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Presented ITU WTISD award to 
President Lula of Brazil, who has 
been a tireless campaigner for 
childrens’ rights  http://tr.im/oyQS
9:49 AM - 16 Jun 2009

ITU Sec Gen's Office         
@ITUSecGen

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

Internet is a valuable global 
public resource and every citizen 
in the world should be able to 
benefit from #WCIT12
 bit.ly/YtNGtS
8:38 AM - 6 Dec 2012

ITU Sec Gen's Office         
@ITUSecGen

FollowFollow

122 RETWEETS  22 FAVORITES
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The International Union for Conservation of Nature
based in Gland, Switzerland has a beautiful picture of a
school of fish as their Twitter header. “Plenty more fish
in the sea? Not for much longer in the Mediterranean
sea, according to new study”, it tweeted on 19 April
2011 which is still its most popular tweet.
#Conservation, #Nature and #Biodiversity are @IUCN’s
most used hashtags. The IUCN tweets on average 1.4
times per day, but during their 2012 conference
(#IUCN2012) the account sent out almost 200 tweets a
day. The @IUCN has a Twitter list with six other official
sector-specific accounts including @IUCN_Forests,
@IUCNShark and @IUCN_Water. Twelve percent of its
tweets are retweets of other accounts, namely its
@AmazingSpecies account, which is the official account
of the IUCN’s Red List of Threatened Species, and
@JMartonLefevre, its Director General. The organisation
rarely shares pictures or videos of wildlife on its Twitter
feed.

Tweets: 2,390
Following: 1,408
Followers: 33,708
Joined: 03/10/2009
Tweets/day: 1.41
Retweets: 12%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 63%
Average of retweets: 7.8

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

International*Union*for*Conservation*of*Nature*(IUCN)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Looking for the Eurasian Lynx in 
Switzerland's Jura mountains. 
http://tinyurl.com/cgshho/On-the-
trail-of-the-Lynx
9:42 PM - 10 Mar 2009

IUCN 
@IUCN

FollowFollow

  

Plenty more fish in the sea? Not 
for much longer in the 
Mediterranean sea, according to 
new study http://bit.ly/dZg7ZY
9:36 AM - 19 Apr 2011

IUCN 
@IUCN

FollowFollow

58 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES

  

Julia Marton-Lefèvre, the Director General of the IUCN
opened her personal Twitter account on 3 April 2012,
but she is not very active having only sent 73 tweets
over the past 19 months. @JMartonLefevre uses Twitter
to chronicle her official activities and meetings. She is
not very conversational and rarely @replies, but she
does mention other Twitter users in 82% of her tweets
and 74% have been retweeted. She has posted only one
picture to date of a group of swimmers about to swim
across Lake Geneva to “Save Our Species”.

Tweets: 72
Following: 83
Followers: 573
Joined: 04/03/2012
Tweets/day: 0.13
Retweets: 7%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 74%
Average of retweets: 4.64

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Looking forward to speaking at
 #Earthday event in on Mall 
Washington DC 22 April to talk 
about #nature's solutions.
10:09 AM - 10 Apr 2012

Julia Marton-Lefèvre 
@JMartonLefevre

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET

  

Most popular tweet

Congratulations to Sir David 
Attenborough, honoured with
 @IUCN’s highest conservation 
award at the #iucn2012 Congress 
ow.ly/dCQSc
4:17 PM - 11 Sep 2012

Julia Marton-Lefèvre 
@JMartonLefevre

FollowFollow

30 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES
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NATO’s Twitter account was registered on 20 October
2009, but only sent its first tweet on 11 May 2010 and
has been regularly tweeting since January 2011. @NATO
rarely retweets, @mentions or @replies other Twitter
users, but makes an abundant use of hashtags with
more than two hashtags in every tweet such as:
#Afghanistan, #Libya and #ISAF. The account makes a
good use of videos and photos and announcing live
streams of its meetings including the official hashtag.
Ninety-four percent of its tweets are retweeted,
however the institutional account has less than half the
followers of its Secretary General @AndersFoghR.
@NATO regularly shares videos hosted on its YouTube
channel and posts photos from different military
excercises and operations. The account also highlights
other official NATO Twitter accounts including
spokespeople and diplomatic missions accredited to
NATO on a Twitter list.

Tweets: 1,649
Following: 503
Followers: 75,389
Joined: 10/20/2009
Tweets/day: 1.3
Retweets: 4%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 94%
Average of retweets: 10.12

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

North&Atlantic&Treaty&Organisation&(NATO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/NATO_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


This Twitter account will soon 
present you with the latest news 
from #NATO - In the meantime, 
please visit http://www.nato.int
4:16 PM - 11 May 2010

NATO         
@NATO

FollowFollow

2 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES

  
Flags at half-mast today at HQ to 
mark the anniversary of the
 #september11 attacks on the 
United States. 
10:41 AM - 11 Sep 2013

NATO         
@NATO

FollowFollow

196 RETWEETS  58 FAVORITES

  

NATO’s Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen
(@AndersFoghR) is the third most followed leader of the
international organisations covered in this study.
@AndersFoghR opened his Twitter account on Monday,
3 August 2009, the day he took office as NATO’s
Secretary General. He almost never retweets and rarely
@replies to other Twitter users. Among his most used
hashtags besides #NATO are #Afghanistan, #Libya,
#Russia, #Georgia and #Kosovo. His team often tweets
his video statements as well as photos of his meetings.
More than 94% of Rasmussen’s tweets have been
retweeted and on average 13 times. Rasmussen’s
Twitter bio links to his Facebook page where he shares
photos from his official visits but also pictures of his
morning runs and his cycling trips. His most retweeted
tweet was sent on 22 July 2011 after the car bomb
explosion in Oslo and the massacre on the island of
Utøya claiming a total of 77 lives.

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23NATO&src=hash
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/13790787866
https://twitter.com/NATO
https://twitter.com/NATO
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/13790787866
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/13790787866
http://twitter.com/NATO/status/377713471313301504/photo/1
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23september11&src=hash
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/377713471313301504
https://twitter.com/NATO
https://twitter.com/NATO
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/377713471313301504
https://twitter.com/NATO/statuses/377713471313301504
http://wordle.net/


Tweets: 1,682
Following: 169
Followers: 154,125
Joined: 08/03/2009
Tweets/day: 1.08
Retweets: 0%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 94%
Average of retweets: 12.98

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Saturday I was honoured to take up 
the post as new NATO Secretary 
General. I'm having my first day at 
NATO HQ today - and on Twitter.
7:20 AM - 3 Aug 2009

AndersFogh Rasmussen         
@AndersFoghR

FollowFollow

5 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

My sincere condolences to 
Norwegian government, people, 
families and loved ones of all who 
suffered in these cruel and 
cowardly acts. #Oslo
7:53 PM - 22 Jul 2011

AndersFogh Rasmussen         
@AndersFoghR

FollowFollow

176 RETWEETS  8 FAVORITES

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/AndersFoghR_twitonomy_analytics.pdf
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The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) tweets in English (@OECD), French
(@OCDE_francais) and Spanish (@OCDEenEspanol). The
@OECD is particularly active and maintains ten Twitter
lists including one with 34 sector-specific Twitter
accounts such as @OECDtrade, @OECDagriculture and
@OECD_Pubs which have a combined audience of
280,000 followers. The OECD also has the shortest
branded link shortener oe.cd which is open to anyone
who wants to shorten OECD pages. The Paris-based
organisation tweets about economic and development
data and occasionally organises #OECDchats where
senior officials answer questions from Twitter users.
More than 91% of the OECDs tweets have been
retweeted, on average more than 13 times. Its most
retweeted tweet is the thoughtful observation: “Without
data, you are just another person with an opinion”.

Tweets: 5,835
Following: 622
Followers: 115,821
Joined: 03/19/2009
Tweets/day: 5.63
Retweets: 2%
Replies: 0.09
Retweeted: 91%
Average of retweets: 13.13

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Organisation*for*Economic*Co0operation*and
Development*(OECD)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/oecd_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


"Without data, you are just 
another person with an opinion" 
- OECD's A. Schleicher RT
 @dennismulherin
1:54 PM - 2 Aug 2012

OECD         
@OECD

FollowFollow

132 RETWEETS  29 FAVORITES

  

https://twitter.com/dennismulherin
https://twitter.com/OECD/statuses/230994876483923968
https://twitter.com/OECD
https://twitter.com/OECD
https://twitter.com/OECD/statuses/230994876483923968
https://twitter.com/OECD/statuses/230994876483923968


The Organisation of Ibero-American States is the most
prolific of the international organisation covered in this
study sending on average more than 42 tweets per day.
Since starting out on Twitter on 3 November 2010
@EspacioOEI, which unites 23 Portuguese and Spanish-
speaking nations of the Americas, Europe and Africa
has sent more than 50,000 tweets. Almost half of the
tweets are retweets, namely of its different educational
programmes such as @CooperacionIB, @ibertic_OEI,
@metas2021 and @iberciencia. The account tweets
exclusively in Spanish and has more than 25,000
followers.

Tweets: 50,039
Following: 361
Followers: 24,908
Joined: 11/02/2010
Tweets/day: 42.55
Retweets: 49%
Replies: 0.11
Retweeted: 36%
Average of retweets: 4.85

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Organización*de*Estados*Iberoamericanos*para*la
Educación,*la*Ciencia*y*la*Cultura*(OEI)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/EspacioOEI_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


Juan Carlos Tedesco aconseja 
superar la dicotomía entre 
ciencias “duras” y ciencias 
“blandas” fb.me/18DtPngvE
11:09 PM - 29 Oct 2013

OEI 
@EspacioOEI

FollowFollow

80 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES

  

Translation: Juan Carlos Tedesco advised to
overcome the dichotomy between "hard" and
"soft" sciences http://t.co/GOcyV7LB3m

http://t.co/GOcyV7LB3m
https://twitter.com/EspacioOEI/statuses/395311527261376512
https://twitter.com/EspacioOEI
https://twitter.com/EspacioOEI
https://twitter.com/EspacioOEI/statuses/395311527261376512
https://twitter.com/EspacioOEI/statuses/395311527261376512


Over the past six months @UNrightswire, the
institutional Twitter account of the office of Navi Pillay,
the UN’s High Commissioner for Human Rights has seen
a phenomenal 65% growth in its followers. Tweeting
since August 2009, the account sends out on five
tweets each day reporting on the state of human rights
around the world and action taken by the High
Commissioner as well as a number of UN agencies.
@UNrightswire often mentions but rarely interacts with
other Twitter users. The account often uses two
hashtags in each tweet: one to specify the country and
one for the issue requiring action. The most used
hashtags are #humanrights, #pillay, #rightsrio and
#fightracism. Ahead of Human Rights Day 2012, on 10
December, more than 200 tweets called for people
around the world to make their #VoiceCount for human
rights and share their thoughts about the right to
participate in public life. Conversations where
summarised on Storify, while the High Commissioner,
Navi Pillay, answered questions during a Google+
Hangout. In June 2013 the account tweeted a series of
pictures with interesting facts all starting with “Did you
know…?”

Tweets: 4,848
Following: 600
Followers: 207,751
Joined: 08/27/2009
Tweets/day: 5.69
Retweets: 6%
Replies: 0.1
Retweeted: 87%
Average of retweets: 16.72

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Office&of&the&High&Commissioner&for&Human&Rights
(OHCHR)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

1 in 3 women raped or beaten. No 
excuse 4 inaction to prevent
 #violence agst women -Senior 
UN official bit.ly/12toeDY #VAW
2:00 PM - 23 Dec 2012

UN Human Rights         
@UNrightswire

FollowFollow

522 RETWEETS  49 FAVORITES

  

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23violence&src=hash
http://t.co/wzvYIhfS
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23VAW&src=hash
https://twitter.com/UNrightswire/statuses/282833178643795968
https://twitter.com/UNrightswire
https://twitter.com/UNrightswire
https://twitter.com/UNrightswire/statuses/282833178643795968
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The Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) is an
international organisation consisting of 57 member
states with the declared aim to be "the collective voice
of the Muslim world". The OIC, based in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia has been active on Twitter since 5 July 2011 and
tweets on average twice a day in English, French and
Arabic mainly promoting the activities of its secretary
general, Turkish-born academic and diplomat
Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu. The tweets are very official and
formal in tone consisting mainly of press releases and
statements of the secretary general. @OIC_OCI rarely
retweets, @mentions or @replies other users and only
28% of its tweets are retweeted. Its most popular tweet
is about the opening of an office for humanitarian
assistance in Myanmar.

Tweets: 1,979
Following: 128
Followers: 2,664
Joined: 07/05/2011
Tweets/day: 2.34
Retweets: 3%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 28%
Average of retweets: 1.77

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

Organisation*of*Islamic*Cooperation*(OIC4OCI)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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OIC Journal Issue 15 English:
 bit.ly/nLAg0d #OIC
4:55 PM - 10 Jul 2011

OIC 
@OIC_OCI

FollowFollow

  

 منظمة 5لتعا67 5إلسالمي تؤكد ,ن*ا لم تتلق #لى
 5آلI, 6 معلوماF GسمEة بشأ6 منع 5فتتا? مكتب
FانماEة في مE5إلنسان Gللمساعا
12:33 PM - 15 Oct 2012

OIC 
@OIC_OCI

FollowFollow

15 RETWEETS  2 FAVORITES

  

Translation: OIC asserts that it has not yet
received any official information on the
prevention of the opening of an office for
humanitarian Msaat in Myanmar

The personal account of Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu
(@EIhsanoglu), the Secretary General of the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation is five times more
popular than the institutional Twitter account of the OIC
and he ranks among the top ten most followed
accounts of leaders of international organisations.
@EIhsanoglu tweets on average almost twice a day in
English, French, Turkish and Arabic, mainly
broadcasting official statements and press releases
linking back to the OIC website. The account rarely uses
hashtags and @EIhsanoglu does not engage with other
users as he is only following one other account, that of
the @OIC_OCI.

Tweets: 1,860
Following: 1
Followers: 14,741
Joined: 01/03/2011
Tweets/day: 1.8
Retweets: 2%
Replies: 0

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://t.co/80nJGxe
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Retweeted: 39%

Average of retweets: 2.79

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Official OIC SG tweet is started
11:42 AM - 3 Jan 2011

Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu 
@eihsanoglu

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET

  

Most popular tweet

“Bu olanlar bir vahşettir, 
orantısız güç kullanmaktır, 
meşru talepleri kurşunla 
karşılamaktır ve insan haklarının 
en büyük ihlalidir”
1:56 PM - 18 Aug 2013

Ekmeleddin İhsanoğlu 
@eihsanoglu

FollowFollow

127 RETWEETS  12 FAVORITES

  

Translation: This is a barbaric one, the
disproportionate use of force, to meet the
legitimate demands of the bullet and the
greatest violation of human rights

http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/eihsanoglu_twitonomy_analytics.pdf
https://twitter.com/eihsanoglu/statuses/21879061420703744
https://twitter.com/eihsanoglu
https://twitter.com/eihsanoglu
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https://twitter.com/eihsanoglu/statuses/369065212990607360
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The Organisation for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) is “the world’s largest regional security
organisation” and best known for its election
monitoring missions. The @OSCE has been on Twitter
since 6 February 2009, tweeting in English once a day
on average. Since 12 February 2013 the Vienna-based
organisation also tweets in Russian @OSCE_ru and lists
eight other official accounts on its Twitter list. The
account makes good use of videos and pictures from its
meetings on its timeline. 16% percent of its tweets are
retweets, often of other official OSCE accounts such as
spokesperson @catheebee, @osce_rfom, @osce_odihr,
@osce_ru and @OSCEPressCentre. The organisation
regularly posts job ads on its Twitter stream. Its most
retweeted tweet was sent on 27 September 2013 about
Spain’s refusal “to let #OSCE staff monitor an anti-
monarchy demonstration”.

Tweets: 2,161
Following: 772
Followers: 22,902
Joined: 02/06/2009
Tweets/day: 1.25
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 30%
Average of retweets: 4.42

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

Organisation*for*Security*and*Co3operation*in*Europe
(OSCE)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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OSCE supports Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan in managing 
transboundary water resources: 
BISHKEK, 6 February 2009 - More 
.. http://tinyurl.com/dx4sta
2:25 PM - 6 Feb 2009

OSCE         
@OSCE

FollowFollow

  

Spain is refusing to let #OSCE 
staff monitor an anti-monarchy 
demonstration this weekend.
 bit.ly/18v233A
6:35 PM - 27 Sep 2013

OSCE         
@OSCE

FollowFollow

209 RETWEETS  14 FAVORITES

  

https://twitter.com/OSCE/statuses/1183086342
https://twitter.com/OSCE
https://twitter.com/OSCE
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23OSCE&src=hash
http://t.co/hNDo6cl2k7
https://twitter.com/OSCE/statuses/383630940599103488
https://twitter.com/OSCE
https://twitter.com/OSCE
https://twitter.com/OSCE/statuses/383630940599103488
https://twitter.com/OSCE/statuses/383630940599103488


The United Nation set up its first and official Twitter
account on 16 March 2008 and has become the second
most followed international organisation on Twitter with
close to two million followers on its English @UN
account. The UN also tweets in other UN languages,
namely French @ONU_fr, Spanish @ONUWeb, Arabic
@UNArabic and Russian @UnitedNationsRU. In Chinese
the United Nations Organisation is active on Sina Weibo.
The @UN is the most listed international organisation
appearing on more than 25,643 Twitter lists. The
account also maintains 19 Twitter lists including a list
with the 448 UN member organisations. The @UN is
very active on the microblogging platform with almost
19 tweets per day, often retweeting other UN
organisations, namely the @UN_Spokesperson,
@UNrightswire, @Refugees and @WHO. The account
makes good use of pictures and videos and is
particularly conversational with almost a third of all its
tweets being @replies to other Twitter users. Its most
used hashtags are #UNGA for the UN General Assembly
and #Syria.

Tweets: 23,391
Following: 571
Followers: 1,989,109
Joined: 03/16/2008
Tweets/day: 18.75
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.32
Retweeted: 62%
Average of retweets: 82.17

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Organisation

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/un_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


#UNGA member states just voted 
on Palestine status resolution -- 
138 yes, 9 no, 41 abstentions. 
Meeting continues: j.mp/ShL9Nc
11:02 PM - 29 Nov 2012

United Nations         
@UN

FollowFollow

3,987 RETWEETS  503 FAVORITES

  

The ‘personal-institutional’ Twitter account of the
President of the United Nations General Assembly
@UN_PGA was set up by Vuk Jeremić, President of the
67th session of the United Nations General Assembly on
8 October 2012. When John Ashe became president of
the 68th session on 17 September 2013 the 910 tweets
sent under his predecessor were simply deleted and he
started with a clean slate as well as more than 4,300
followers. John Ashe tweets twice a day on average,
sometimes tweeting handshake pictures of his bilateral
meetings.

Tweets: 71
Following: 288
Followers: 4,805
Joined: 10/08/2012
Tweets/day: 1.51
Retweets: 9%
Replies:
Retweeted: 85%
Average of retweets: 5.66

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23UNGA&src=hash
http://t.co/721webnb
https://twitter.com/UN/statuses/274272130890350592
https://twitter.com/UN
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First tweet

La 68ème session de l'AG est 
ouverte. Objectif: préparer le terrain 
pour le programme de 
développement de l'#après2015.
9:00 PM - 17 Sep 2013

UN GA President 
@UN_PGA

FollowFollow

3 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

Congratulations to #Chad, #Chile 
#Lithuania, #Nigeria and
 #SaudiArabia for their election 
as non-permanent members of 
the #UNSC
5:49 PM - 17 Oct 2013

UN GA President 
@UN_PGA

FollowFollow

30 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES

  

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon does not have a
personal Twitter account, but his activities are
communicated through the @UN_Spokesperson Twitter
account. The account which is maintained by Martin
Nesirky and the Office of the Spokesperson for United
Nations Secretary General has become the third most
followed personal account among all accounts analysed
in our study. The account chronicles the Ban Ki-moon’s
activities through pictures of his handshakes with
foreign leaders. The account has also shared an
interesting six-second Vine video of the General
Secretary on United Nations Day on 24 October 2013.

Tweets: 5,258
Following: 171
Followers: 95,972
Joined: 05/27/2010
Tweets/day: 4.53
Retweets: 3%

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Replies: 0
Retweeted: 92%
Average of retweets: 15.48

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Vehicle of @UN #Syria
 #ChemicalWeapons team hit by 
sniper fire. Team replacing 
vehicle & then returning to area.
12:49 PM - 26 Aug 2013

UN Spokesperson         
@UN_Spokesperson

FollowFollow

599 RETWEETS  29 FAVORITES

  

The United Nations Information Service in Geneva,
Switzerland set up its Twitter account on 8 September
2010. @UNISGeneva tweets in English and French on the
same account and is particularly prolific with more than
20 tweets per day, a quarter of them being retweets of
other UN accounts namely the @UN, the
@UN_Spokesperson and the Geneva-based UN Human
Rights Council @UN_HRC. Not surprisingly
#HumanRights and #Syria are among the most used
hashtags on this Twitter feed.

http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/UN_spokesperson_twitonomy_analytics.pdf
https://twitter.com/UN
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Syria&src=hash
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https://twitter.com/UN_Spokesperson
https://twitter.com/UN_Spokesperson
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Tweets: 9,912
Following: 321
Followers: 26,087
Joined: 07/08/2010
Tweets/day: 20.78
Retweets: 23%
Replies: 0.05
Retweeted: 67%
Average of retweets: 5.46

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/unisgeneva_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


The United Nation Information Service has also set up a
specific Twitter account @VisitUNOG for guided tours of
the Palais des Nations in Geneva. Every year more than
100,000 visitors take tours organised in 15 languages.
The niche account, set up on 8 August 2012,
communicates information about tours and opening
times and useful information such as: “We are very busy
these days...come early to avoid disappointment!” So far
the account has only posted a handful of pictures of the
historic UN building. One of its most popular tweets
was “Do you know that the Palais des Nations is as big
as the Palace of Versailles?”

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

"#Syria crisis is the biggest threat 
to peace and security in the world 
today” -  @UN & #ArabLeague 
Envoy Brahimi: goo.gl/xv3MCR
12:30 PM - 25 Aug 2013

UN Geneva         
@unisgeneva

FollowFollow

YouTube @YouTube

264 RETWEETS  27 FAVORITES
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Tweets: 117
Following: 211
Followers: 453
Joined: 08/08/2012
Tweets/day: 0.26
Retweets: 23%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 20%
Average of retweets: 1.78

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Photo of the day: Cute smile & a 
lovely girl rfg.ee/cQz6V #Colombia
 #IDPs
1:00 PM - 9 Aug 2012

Colombian youth

A displaced Colombian girl cares
for a younger sibling in Mutata,
Uraba. ©UNHCR/P.Smith

UN Refugee Agency         
@Refugees

FollowFollow

Flickr @Flickr

19 RETWEETS  5 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

Do you know that the Palais des 
Nations is as big as the Palace of 
Versaille?  #OpenDayUNGeneva, 
discover UNOG this Saturday, 11 
am- 18 pm.
2:43 PM - 13 Sep 2012 from Geneva,
Switzerland

UNOG 
@VisitUNOG

FollowFollow

3 RETWEETS
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The United Nations Foundation is the second most
active international organisation on Twitter sending on
average more than 22 tweets per day on its
@UNFoundation account. The Foundation which works
to “connect people, ideas and resources with the United
Nations” joined Twitter on 12 May 2009 and more than
a quarter of its tweets are retweets. The account
mentions other users in 74% of its tweets, promoting
different campaigns. The most mentioned accounts are
the @UN, @SocialGood, @GirlUp and @Plus_SocialGood.
The organisation maintains ten Twitter lists including a
list of the Twitter accounts for its 15 campaigns. The
most popular tweet, retweeted 254 times, is about the
first International Day of the Girl in 2012.

Tweets: 16,261
Following: 1,854
Followers: 179,332
Joined: 05/12/2009
Tweets/day: 22.76
Retweets: 26%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 74%
Average of retweets: 11.22

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Foundation

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)

http://wordle.net/
http://twiplomacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/unfoundation_twitonomy_analytics.pdf


Do you know what today is? The 
FIRST EVER International Day 
of the Girl! Raise your voice for 
girls around the world!
 #DayoftheGirl #IDG2012
3:24 PM - 11 Oct 2012

UN Foundation         
@unfoundation

FollowFollow

253 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES
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The UN entity for gender equality and the
empowerment of women has been tweeting since
November 2008 in English @UN_Women, French
@ONUFemmes and Spanish @ONUMujeres to a
combined following of 359,000 followers. @UN_Women,
is extremely active with an average of 17 tweets a day,
mainly sharing and promoting the UN’s work in the field
of gender equality and women’s empowerment, as well
as the work of other organisations and people in the
same field. Indeed, 11% of the tweets are retweets of
other accounts such as @UNWomeninIndia,
@SayNO_UNiTE and @Empower_Women. The New York
based organisation also holds regular #AskUNWomen
Twitter chats with its senior executives on women’
issues, which are then captured on their Storify account.
The most retweeted and mentioned account is that of
the Executive Director @Phumzileunwomen.

Tweets: 16,300
Following: 2,613
Followers: 295,986
Joined: 11/03/2008
Tweets/day: 17.62
Retweets: 11%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 88%
Average of retweets: 27.65

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Women

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Today is all about girls! It's the 
first Int'l #dayofthegirl child - 
follow us throughout the day & 
get all info at owl.li/enJr7
12:00 PM - 11 Oct 2012

UN Women         
@UN_Women

FollowFollow

850 RETWEETS  69 FAVORITES

  

Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka started on Twitter on 11 July
2013, a day after being appointed as the new Executive
Director of the UN Entity for Gender Equality and
Empowerment of Women and her header picture shows
the moment of her swearing in ceremony.
@Phumzileunwomen is the fifth most conversational
head of an international organisation, with 18% of her
tweets being @replies to other Twitter users, thanking
them for their support. Among her most used hashtags
are #ruralwomen, #dayofthegirl, #genderequality and
#womenpeacesecurity. The former deputy president of
South Africa tweets mainly from Hootsuite and from an
iPad.

Tweets: 305
Following: 186
Followers: 4,968
Joined: 07/11/2013
Tweets/day: 2.83
Retweets: 13%
Replies: 0.18
Retweeted: 71%
Average of retweets: 9.16

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Launching the national education 
collaboration trust in  SA, a good day 
for education and girl children. 
8:17 PM - 16 Jul 2013

Phumzile Mlambo 
@phumzileunwomen

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET  3 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

I commend #Malawi 4putting 
women in leadership positions: 
Ombudsman,Chief Justice & Chair 
of #HumanRights Commission 
10:30 AM - 8 Oct 2013

Phumzile Mlambo 
@phumzileunwomen

FollowFollow

68 RETWEETS  18 FAVORITES
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The UN Programme on HIV and AIDS @UNAIDS is the
25th most followed account of the international
organisations analysed. The account tweets on average
three times a day using hashtags such as #HIV, #AIDS,
#CrowdOutAIDS, #EndHIVThursday and #LoveSafely.
@UNAIDS is fairly conversational, replying in 16% of its
tweets to other users. The Geneva-based organisation
often retweets and shares content from other UN
accounts including @UN_Women, @UN, @UNDP and
@WHO. The account is particularly active around World
Aids Day on 1 December. Not surprisingly its most
popular tweet was sent on 30 November 2011 asking
its followers to add a Twibbon to their Twitter profiles:
“wear the #RedRibbon to show your support
#EndOfAIDS”, retweeted 458 times. The UN Programme
on HIV/AIDS also tweets in Spanish @OnusidaLatina
since October 2009 to a much smaller following. The
account mostly retweets tweets from the UNAIDS Latin
America Regional Director, César Núñez
(@CNunez_ONUSIDA) and other United Nations
Programmes.

Tweets: 5,629
Following: 2,462
Followers: 84,652
Joined: 01/19/2009
Tweets/day: 3.1
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.16
Retweeted: 72%
Average of retweets: 16.54

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Programme'on'HIV/AIDS'(UNAIDS)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Tomorrow is #WorldAIDSDay - 
wear the #RedRibbon to show 
your support #EndOfAIDS
 twb.ly/v8TDcw
10:44 AM - 30 Nov 2011

The end of AIDS

As we mark 30 years of AIDS,
let’s be inspired by the early
days of AIDS activism. AIDS
has proven to be much more than an
epidemic—it is a movement that has inspired
people across the world and well...

UNAIDS         
@UNAIDS

FollowFollow

Twibbon @twibbon

458 RETWEETS  18 FAVORITES

  

The Executive Director of the UNAIDS, Michel Sidibé is
fairly new to Twitter, opening his personal account
@MichelSidibe on 31 January 2013. Since then he has
tweeted only 100 times, raising awareness on HIV/AIDS,
congratulating colleagues and chronicling his activities.
He often uses an iPhone to post pictures of his
meetings and he doesn’t refrain from sharing personal
news such as the birth of his grandson: “In Nairobi with
family for my birthday & I just got the most precious
gift–the birth of my first grandson. I am luckiest man in
the world!” Michel Sidibé does not engage in any
conversation with his followers.

Tweets: 105

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Following: 33
Followers: 589
Joined: 01/31/2013
Tweets/day: 0.39
Retweets: 10%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 60%
Average of retweets: 7.08

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Engaging meeting w/ DG @WTO 
Pascal Lamy on future of #technology 
& innovation. See new study
 bit.ly/X8SX6U 
6:02 PM - 7 Feb 2013

Michel Sidibé 
@MichelSidibe

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

We lost 35M people to AIDS 
since 1st case diagnosed 32 years 
ago today. It's an outrage we still 
have 1.7M deaths a year. We 
must end AIDS.
10:31 PM - 5 Jun 2013

Michel Sidibé 
@MichelSidibe

FollowFollow

93 RETWEETS  5 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development joined Twitter on 24 November 2009. The
@UNCTAD account is not very active, tweeting on
average every second day. It is very formal, posting
content from the UNCTAD website and press releases.
@UNCTAD does not interact with its followers and has
only sent fours @replies. A third of its 968 tweets are
retweets, mainly of its secondary accounts
@UNCTADXIII, @UNCTADstat, @UNCTADwif,
@UNCTAD_ISAR and @ICT4DatUNCTAD. Since
September 2013 the account extensively retweets and
mentions its new Secretary General Mukhisa Kituyi
(@UNCTADKituyi) and its most retweeted tweet
announced his taking office. In December 2012
UNCTAD also secured the @CNUCED Twitter handle, its
French acronym; however the account has only sent 33
tweets since it was set up on 6 December 2012.

Tweets: 968
Following: 118
Followers: 21,558
Joined: 11/24/2009
Tweets/day: 0.68
Retweets: 34%
Replies: 0
Retweeted: 49%
Average of retweets: 3.79

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Conference'on'Trade'and'Development
(UNCTAD)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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RT @WTOPublications: World 
Tariff Profiles 2009> A joint 
WTO/UNCTAD/ITC 
publication>http://bit.ly/7LLGW5
 #UNCTAD #WTO #ITC
2:56 PM - 30 Nov 2009

UNCTAD 
@UNCTAD

FollowFollow

  

Dr. Mukhisa Kituyi, of Kenya, 
takes office as #UNCTAD 
Secretary-General today -  1 
September 2013. bit.ly/1dxy9iR
10:41 AM - 1 Sep 2013

UNCTAD 
@UNCTAD

FollowFollow

39 RETWEETS  5 FAVORITES

  

Mukhisa Kituyi’s first act after taking office as the new
Secretary General of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) on 2 September
2013 was to set up his personal branded Twitter
account @UNCTADKituyi. “Glad to join UNCTAD.
Passionate about development. Great opportunity to put
trade at service of development. Let's take the journey
together”, he tweeted several weeks later. The Kenyan
diplomat tweets on average every second day,
sometimes sharing pictures of his bilateral meetings.

Tweets: 24
Following: 27
Followers: 299
Joined: 09/02/2013
Tweets/day: 0.67
Retweets: 4%
Replies:
Retweeted: 88%
Average of retweets: 3.62

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Glad to join UNCTAD. Passionate 
about development. Great 
opportunity to put trade at service of 
development. Let's take the journey 
together
11:59 AM - 26 Sep 2013

Mukhisa Kituyi 
@UNCTADKituyi

FollowFollow

5 RETWEETS  5 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

South-south dialogue must be at 
the core of setting economic 
ambition in the #SDGs agenda
 #post2015 , @southsouthexpo
 #gssd13
3:15 PM - 31 Oct 2013

Mukhisa Kituyi 
@UNCTADKituyi

FollowFollow

11 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is
the elite of the most active organisations on Twitter.
Since it was set up in February 2009 the account has
sent more than 23,000 tweets averaging an impressive
18 tweets every day which are scheduled via Hootsuite
and sent out every hour. What makes the United
Nations Development Programme stand out is its
innovative use of hashtags. Every day the account
shares content about the specific areas of UNDP’s work:
#EqualityMonday, #EmpowerTuesday,
#GreenWednesday, #EndHIVThursday,
#EndPovertyFriday, #DemocracySaturday and
#ResilenceSunday. Content posted is typically news
releases, announcements, Helen Clark’s agenda,
campaigns and initiatives. @UNDP also reports live from
events and engages with followers. However, direct
@replies are only 2% of the total tweets. @UNDP
consistently mentions other Twitter users including
@HelenClarkUNDP, mentioned 257 times since May
2013. The organisation understands how to engage
with its followers, regularly asking questions and asking
them to share their thoughts and point of views. The
UNDP has one of the largest presences on Twitter with
112 official accounts listed on its Twitter list. The UNDP
tweets in English, Arabic, French and Spanish to a
combined audience of 410,000 followers.

Tweets: 23,552
Following: 4,189
Followers: 307,848
Joined: 02/11/2009
Tweets/day: 18.45
Retweets: 8%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 91%
Average of retweets: 19.01

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

United'Nations'Development'Programme'(UNDP)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

UN development chief, @HelenClarkUNDP is the fifth
most followed head of an international organisation
with more than 45,000 followers. She is the most active
with more than 12 tweets per day and ranks as the third
most conversational, with more than a quarter of her
tweets being @replies. The former Prime Minister of
New Zealand also ranks as the most connected and
influential head of an international organisation on
Twitter. She joined Twitter in September 2010, more
than one year after she took office, to raise awareness
for the Millennium Development Summit. “These
networks are an incredibly powerful advocacy tool to
educate and interact on the challenges and
opportunities we face, and to work together to address

FACT: Women receive just 10% 
of world's income yet do 66% of 
work. Great vid from
 @WorldBank: ow.ly/mkh9b
 #EqualityMonday
5:00 PM - 24 Jun 2013

UN Development         
@UNDP

FollowFollow

YouTube @YouTube

213 RETWEETS  46 FAVORITES
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them”, she said during her first live Twitter chat on
International Women’s Day in March 2011. She regularly
participates in Twitter chats, replying for one hour to
questions posted about specific topics. From her iPhone
her staff consistently post photos of her meetings and
travels including a picture of her driving a tractor in
Georgia.

Tweets: 12,181
Following: 848
Followers: 45,226
Joined: 09/17/2010
Tweets/day: 12.11
Retweets: 43%
Replies: 0.26
Retweeted: 43%
Average of retweets: 7.52

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

Today is Intl Day for Elimination 
of #ViolenceAgainstWomen. 
Retweet if u agree that women & 
girls have a right to live free of 
violence!
12:40 PM - 25 Nov 2012

Helen Clark         
@HelenClarkUNDP

FollowFollow

219 RETWEETS  11 FAVORITES

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
based in Nairobi set up its Twitter account on 6 May
2009. @UNEP rarely retweets or @replies, but does
mention other Twitter users in 77% of its tweets. 94% of
its tweets are retweeted and each is retweeted on
average more than 13 times. @UNEP often shares
videos and pictures including an infographic about how
to “reduce your foodprint”. One of its most used
hashtags is #ThinkEatSave used to promote
#WorldEnvironmentDay. The tweet “Food wasted and
lost each year is one-third of all produced and worth
around US$1 trillion #ThinkEatSave for
#WorldEnvironmentDay” was retweeted 165 times in
May 2013. On World Environment Day on 5 June 2013
@UNEP used Thunderclap to amplify their message
reaching a total social audience of over 30 million
people.

Tweets: 4,988
Following: 2,075
Followers: 145,765
Joined: 05/06/2009
Tweets/day: 4.11
Retweets: 3%
Replies: 0.05
Retweeted: 94%
Average of retweets: 13.3

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Environment'Programme'(UNEP)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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#IPCC confirms human activity 
will further warm the Earth, with 
dramatic effects on weather, sea-
levels & the Arctic 
bit.ly/1aupsBG
10:40 AM - 27 Sep 2013

UN Environment         
@UNEP

FollowFollow

209 RETWEETS  23 FAVORITES
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UNESCO, based in Paris set up its first Twitter account
on 12 February 2009. Its main account @UNESCO
tweets in English and separate language accounts were
created for French @UNESCO_fr, Spanish @UNESCO_es,
Russian @UNESCO_russian and Arabic @UNESCOarabic
to a combined following of 340,000. @UNESCO tweets
on average of five times per day, linking to press
releases and publications on the UNESCO website. The
account is used to inform rather to engage in
conversation with users. The account rarely replies to
other followers but frequently encourages them to
tweet their questions during live events and to share
their pictures and even Vine videos of UNESCO World
Heritage sites.

Tweets: 6,283
Following: 726
Followers: 214,083
Joined: 02/12/2009
Tweets/day: 5.85
Retweets: 5%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 94%
Average of retweets: 31.53

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Educational,'Scientific'and'Cultural
Organisation'(UNESCO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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68y ago today, #Auschwitz was 
freed. Jan 27 is the Intl
 #Holocaust Remembrance Day
 ow.ly/h9Mjl
 @AuschwitzMuseum
 #HolocaustDay
12:00 AM - 27 Jan 2013

UNESCO 
@UNESCO

FollowFollow

1,272 RETWEETS  106 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) has reserved the @UNFCCC Twitter
handle but tweets on the slightly longer, but easier to
understand Twitter handle: @UN_ClimateTalks. The
UNFCCC is among the first international organisations
to set up a Twitter account on 18 November 2008.
@UN_ClimateTalks sends on average more than four
tweets per day, 45% of which are retweets, mainly of its
Executive Secretary @CFigueres and its secondary
accounts @UN_CarbonMechs, @Momentum_UNFCCC
and @UNFCCCwebcast. The account rarely @replies to
other Twitter users but does invite its followers to send
their thoughts and comments using the #LTFchat
hashtag. Its most retweeted tweet, sent on 6 December
2012, was the announcement that “Lord Monckton has
been debadged and escorted out of the #COP18 venue
for impersonating a Party and violating the #UNFCCC
code of conduct”. The chief spokesperson on climate
change for the UK Independence Party had taken
Myanmar's chair at the COP18 Climate Change
Conference in Doha and made a short speech attacking
the idea of man-made climate change.

Tweets: 5,095
Following: 212
Followers: 65,068
Joined: 11/18/2008
Tweets/day: 4.42
Retweets: 45%
Replies: 0.05
Retweeted: 51%
Average of retweets: 7.89

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

United'Nations'Framework'Convention'on'Climate
Change'(UNFCCC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Lord Monckton has been 
debadged and escorted out of the
 #COP18 venue for 
impersonating a Party and 
violating the #UNFCCC code of 
conduct
7:06 PM - 6 Dec 2012

UNFCCC         
@UN_ClimateTalks

FollowFollow

212 RETWEETS  20 FAVORITES

  

Christiana Figueres, the Executive Secretary of UNFCCC,
opened her personal Twitter account @CFigueres on 26
January 2011 and has become the seventh most
followed leader of the international organisations
covered in this study. The most used hashtags on her
personal account are #ClimateChange, #COP18,
#Climate and #ClimateAction. Seventeen percent of her
tweets are @replies to other users and she frequently
invites her followers to live Twitter chat sessions,
photographic proof of which is consistently posted on
her Twitter profile. She does occasionally tweet herself
from her Blackberry. Her most retweeted tweet was sent
on 8 December 2012, announcing that “All #COP18
decisions adopted by acclamation. We have a Second
Commitment Period of the Kyoto Protocol!!!”

Tweets: 2,264
Following: 92
Followers: 22,163

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Joined: 01/26/2011

Tweets/day: 2.26

Retweets: 13%
Replies: 0.17
Retweeted: 78%
Average of retweets: 13.18

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Told #DSDS2011 Delhi summit that  
#COP16 #Cancun Agreements were 
big step for nations but small step 
for the planet http://bit.ly/halnZi
8:28 PM - 6 Feb 2011

Christiana Figueres         
@CFigueres

FollowFollow

7 RETWEETS

  

Most popular tweet

All #COP18 decisions adopted by 
acclamation.  We have a Second 
Commitment Period of the Kyoto 
Protocol!!!
5:23 PM - 8 Dec 2012

Christiana Figueres         
@CFigueres

FollowFollow

291 RETWEETS  32 FAVORITES
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#FamilyPlanning and #EndFGM (female genital
mutilation) are the most used hashtags on the @UNFPA
account. The launch of the annual “State of World
Population” report at the end of October 2013 resulted
in a barrage of 144 tweets over the span of only three
days making the hashtag #SWOP2013 one of the most
used hashtags on the account. United Nations
Population Fund started its Twitter adventure on 24
September 2010 and @UNFPA tweets twice a day on
average. Its most popular tweet, retweeted 774 times,
dates back to 31 October 2011 when it announced:
“BREAKING: The world has reached #7billion people!”
@UNFPA often encourages its followers to retweet and
to share their messages. Doing so increases the
likelihood that they will. @UNFPA has a Twitter list with
the Twitter accounts of 34 country offices around the
world.

Tweets: 2,678
Following: 1,072
Followers: 33,170
Joined: 09/24/2010
Tweets/day: 2.37
Retweets: 24%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 66%
Average of retweets: 9.5

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Population'Fund'(UNFPA)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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UNFPA Welcomes World Leaders’ 
Action Plan for Progress on 
Maternal Health and Poverty 
http://www.unfpa.org/public/home
/news/pid/6709
8:44 PM - 27 Sep 2010

UNFPA         
@UNFPA

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

BREAKING: The world has 
reached #7billion people! RT if 
u'r committed to take action for a 
sustainable world. Join
 @7BillionActions
4:38 PM - 31 Oct 2011

UNFPA         
@UNFPA

FollowFollow

763 RETWEETS  25 FAVORITES

  

The Executive Director of UNFPA, Babatunde Osotimehin
joined Twitter on 19 April 2011. @BabatundeUNFPA is
not very active, tweeting only every second day, sharing
his schedule and his activities. Almost a quarter of his
tweets are retweets, of the @UNFPA account. Babatunde
Osotimehin advocates “universal access to reproductive
health, including family planning” according to his
Twitter bio. His most popular tweet, retweeted 143
times, was sent on 25 September 2013: “We have to
give girls the confidence to stand up and say 'I am a
human being and I count'.”

Tweets: 450
Following: 445
Followers: 4,860
Joined: 04/19/2011
Tweets/day: 0.49
Retweets: 24%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 68%
Average of retweets: 6.86

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

In a world of 7 billion  I am 
passionate about the 2 billion young 
people. What about you ?
6:33 PM - 21 Apr 2011

Babatunde Osotimehin         
@BabatundeUNFPA

FollowFollow

1 RETWEET

  

Most popular tweet

We have to give girls the 
confidence to stand up and say 'I 
am a human being and I count'.
 #MDG456Live @GirlsNotBrides
10:15 PM - 25 Sep 2013

Babatunde Osotimehin         
@BabatundeUNFPA

FollowFollow

143 RETWEETS  41 FAVORITES
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The UN Refugee Agency, the UNHCR has mothballed its
@UNHCR account and tweets about displaced persons
on the aptly named @Refugees account in English and
in French @Le_HCR. The UNHCR also tweets in Spanish
@eACNUR & @ACNURamericas, Portuguese
@ACNURBrasil and Arabic @Refugees_Arabic on a
plethora of regional accounts all listed on its Twitter
list. The organisation encourages its spokespersons and
field officers to be personally active on Twitter and
frequently retweets @And_Harper, @SybellaWilkes,
@MelissaRFleming, @PanosMoumtzis, @DanaSleiman
and @CelineSUNHCR among others. In October 2013
the UNHCR created a special Twitter account for the
Za’atari refugee camp @ZaatariCamp, giving exclusive
insights into 120,000-strong Syrian refugee camp in
the Jordan desert. The @Refugees account was on the
original Twitter suggested user list in 2009 and is the
fourth most followed international organisation. The
account makes good use of pictures and videos
illustrating refugee stories from around the world as
well as interesting infographics about specific issues.
Not surprisingly its most used hashtag over the past
twelve months has been #Syria, used 710 times.

Tweets: 10,603
Following: 40,891
Followers: 1,425,259
Joined: 04/11/2008
Tweets/day: 8.25
Retweets: 24%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 70%
Average of retweets: 37.38

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Office&of&the&United&Nations&High&Commissioner&for
Refugees&(UNHCR)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

This is the first message of 
REFUGEES. It will bring updates 
and news about UNHCR's activities 
and plans. Stay tuned
4:06 PM - 18 Apr 2008

UN Refugee Agency         
@Refugees

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

!!Emergency!!
! 
!  
! 
1 million Syrian children are 
refugees 
! 
! 
Don’t abandon them.
RT, wake the world up
#ChildrenofSyria
6:01 AM - 23 Aug 2013

UN Refugee Agency         
@Refugees

FollowFollow

1,223 RETWEETS  98 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) is the most
followed international organisation with well over two
million followers on its five key accounts. @UNICEF
started tweeting on 21 April 2009 in English and has
seen exponential growth since January 2012. It also
opened Twitter accounts in four other UN languages in
November 2010 in Arabic @UNICEFinArabic, French
@UNICEFFrancais, Spanish @UNICEFenEspanol and even
Chinese @UNICEFChinese. @UNICEF is very active with
an average of eleven tweets per day and mentions other
Twitter users in every second tweet. Almost a quarter of
its tweets are retweets and UNICEF often lends its social
media power to promote other UN campaigns. UNICEF
is notably one of the few organisations to have its own
custom link shortener http://uni.cf, which is
consistently used in its Twitter feed Its most popular
tweet, retweeted 2,184 times, is about the International
Day of Happiness including the hashtag #HappyDay.
UNICEF’s Executive Director, Anthony Lake, has a
Twitter account @TonyLake but it is protected and
inactive.

Tweets: 9,985
Following: 25,195
Followers: 2,226,255
Joined: 04/21/2009
Tweets/day: 10.89
Retweets: 23%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 75%
Average of retweets: 100.38

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Children0s'Fund'(UNICEF)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Sri Lanka: A catastrophe for Sri 
Lanka's children trapped in 
northern conflict zone 
http://tinyurl.com/p56kow
2:02 AM - 14 May 2009

UNICEF         
@UNICEF

FollowFollow

1 FAVORITE

  

Happy International Happiness 
Day! Here are some stories of 
people going above & beyond to 
spread happiness
 uni.cf/13cqC5m #happyday
7:54 PM - 20 Mar 2013

UNICEF         
@UNICEF

FollowFollow

2,679 RETWEETS  273 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Industrial Development
Organisation (UNIDO) Twitter account @UNIDO is
among the most prolific accounts averaging more than
13 tweets a day. It was among the first organisations to
set up a Twitter account on 5 September 2008 under
former Director General Kandeh Yumkella who also has
a personal Twitter account @KYumkella. Li Yong, its
current Director General and former Vice-Minister of
Finance of China is not active on Twitter. UNIDO’s main
goal on Twitter is to lead and contribute to efforts to
promote the cause of industrial development,
manufacturing, energy and the environment and show
their relevance to sustainable and inclusive growth.
Indeed the most used hashtags are: #Development,
#Energy, #Manufacturing, #Industry and #Economy. The
account often posts articles and news stories directly
from the @Guardian, @BloombergNews, @IndustryWeek,
@Reuters and @BBCNews as well as video from UNIDO’s
YouTube account. UNIDO interacts with followers
mostly through retweets including many retweets of its
quarterly @MakingItMag publication.

Tweets: 20,200
Following: 609
Followers: 28,769
Joined: 09/05/2008
Tweets/day: 13.78
Retweets: 31%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 53%
Average of retweets: 2.65

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

United'Nations'Industrial'Development'Organisation
(UNIDO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Population growth and climate 
change explained by Swedish 
academic Hans Rosling – video
 gu.com/p/3fphp/tw via
 @guardian
10:33 AM - 18 May 2013

Population growth and
climate change explained by
Hans Rosling – video

Han Rosling demonstrates the
dynamics of population growth, child
mortality and carbon dioxide emissions

UNIDO Newsroom 
@UNIDO

FollowFollow

The Guardian @guardian

113 RETWEETS  66 FAVORITES
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Disaster, risk and resilience are the most used words on
the Twitter account of the United Nations Office for
Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR). The Geneva-based
organisation joined Twitter on 4 August 2009, and
since then the account has been pretty active, sending
more than six tweets per day. @UNISDR consistently
mentions other Twitter users, mainly its
@PreventionWeb Twitter account and its Executive
Director @WahlstromM as well as other UN agencies.
The account makes good use of videos and pictures and
maintains a Twitter list of its 34 staff on Twitter. Its
most retweeted tweets were sent on 13 October 2013,
saluting the evacuations in India before the arrival of
tropical cyclone Phailin: “Evacuations like these saved
countless lives. Great community response to the
warnings. Well done India. #Phailin.”

Tweets: 5,011
Following: 565
Followers: 13,625
Joined: 08/04/2009
Tweets/day: 6.31
Retweets: 6%
Replies: 0.16
Retweeted: 76%
Average of retweets: 4.54

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Office'for'Disaster'Risk'Reduction
(UNISDR)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Want to know where the 8.7 
earthquake hit compared to the 
2004 of the coast of Sumatra? 
See this Google Map -
 maps.google.com/maps/ms?msid=2
 #tsunami
12:24 PM - 11 Apr 2012

UNISDR 
@unisdr

FollowFollow

423 RETWEETS  32 FAVORITES

  

“Welcome to my new Twitter account! I am looking
forward to discussing and seeing how we can move the
disaster risk reduction agenda forward.” Margareta
Wahlström tweeted on 29 June 2011 when she set up
her Twitter account @WahlstromM. The Special
Representative of the Secretary General for Disaster Risk
Reduction is not very active, tweeting on average every
second day and often retweeting the @UNISDR account.
Despite not being overly active 80% of her tweets are
retweeted, and achieve on average 3.6 retweets per
tweet. @WahlstromM’s most retweeted tweet was sent
on the International Day for Disaster Reduction in 2012,
encouraging “women and girls to develop careers in
disaster management.”

Tweets: 343
Following: 33
Followers: 1,854
Joined: 06/29/2011
Tweets/day: 0.4
Retweets: 16%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 80%

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Average of retweets: 3.65

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Anticipating and reducing risk 
needed as world's most populated 
countries face severe drought and 
flooding
 unisdrdev.org/archive/20536
 @unisdr
12:47 PM - 29 Jun 2011

Margareta Wahlström 
@WahlstromM

FollowFollow

2 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

It's the International Day for 
Disaster Reduction - Let's 
empower more women and girls 
to develop careers in disaster 
management. #iddr
8:55 AM - 13 Oct 2012

Margareta Wahlström 
@WahlstromM

FollowFollow

26 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE
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The Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
joined Twitter in early 2009 but was not active until
early 2012. Since then @UNOCHA has been among the
most active UN agencies on Twitter with more than 12
tweets sent from its New York headquarters every day.
UNOCHA uses Twitter to advocate for humanitarian
issues, sharing stories of new and neglected
emergencies. It also works to amplify the voices of
affected communities, aid workers and senior
humanitarian officials, including using real-time
updates. A quarter of all tweets are retweets, most
often of the UN Emergency Relief Coordinator
@ValerieAmos and its regional offices. Tweets are in
English, French and Spanish on the same account. The
UNOCHA’s social media team clearly understands the
power of videos and images as they post photos of the
work done in the field and infographics of the
humanitarian situation in specific regions. @UNOCHA
often retweets other UN agencies such as @WFP, @UN
@Refugees and @UNICEF. UNOCHA also maintains eight
Twitter lists including one with its 23 offices worldwide.

Tweets: 7,657
Following: 979
Followers: 39,825
Joined: 02/19/2009
Tweets/day: 12.04
Retweets: 27%
Replies: 0.03
Retweeted: 67%
Average of retweets: 6.59

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

United'Nations'Office'for'the'Coordination'of
Humanitarian'Affairs'(UNOCHA)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

7.8 magnitude #earthquake in
 #Iran. @UNOCHA is monitoring 
the situation & is in close contact 
with local authorities in Iran &
 #Pakistan
3:48 PM - 16 Apr 2013

UNOCHA 
@UNOCHA

FollowFollow

202 RETWEETS  16 FAVORITES

  

UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs
and Emergency Relief Coordinator, @ValerieAmos,
debuted on the microblogging platform on 9 May 2011
to “discuss the key humanitarian challenges facing us
all.” The account, managed by her spokesperson's
office, is not particularly active, tweeting only once
every other day, but it has engaged with followers
through Twitter interviews. On 18 December 2012
Valerie Amos responded directly to questions coming
from Twitter users with the hashtag #AskValerie during
a joint “Twitterview” with @AlertNet. In 30 minutes she
replied to 25 questions on issues such as the crisis in
Syria. One user asked how she takes care of herself so
as to be able to keep on helping others. "Badly! But I try
to stay healthy, eat properly and smile when I can", she
tweeted back. Tom Fletcher, the British ambassador to
Lebanon, tweeted that the interview was a great bit of
Twiplomacy: "Authentic, engaging, purposeful". Valerie
Amos personally tweets during missions to crisis-
effected countries, posting real-time updates and
photos.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Tweets: 661

Following: 244

Followers: 19,992
Joined: 05/05/2011
Tweets/day: 0.73
Retweets: 17%
Replies: 0.08
Retweeted: 80%
Average of retweets: 18.67

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Welcome to my new Twitter profile! 
I am looking forward to discussing 
the key humanitarian challenges 
facing us all.
8:33 PM - 9 May 2011

Valerie Amos 
@ValerieAmos

FollowFollow

3 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

31 million girls are still missing 
out on their right to education, 
according to @UNICEF. We 
must work together to change 
this #dayofthegirl
4:10 PM - 11 Oct 2013

Valerie Amos 
@ValerieAmos

FollowFollow

227 RETWEETS  57 FAVORITES
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The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime was
among the first organisations to set up a Twitter
account on 8 December 2008. The UNODC tweets in
English (@UNODC), French, (@ONUDC), Spanish
(@UNODCesp), Portuguese (@UNODCprt) and Russian
(@UNODCrus) to a combined audience of more than
48,000 followers. The English account has by far the
most followers and tweets on average three times per
day, mainly about #HumanTrafficking, #Crime and
#Corruption. The account posts news articles, videos of
its campaigns, infographics, links to UNODC’s e-
newsletter, publications and stories, and shares the
activities of its Executive Director Yury Fedotov.
@UNODC rarely engages and interacts with its audience,
as only 12% of its tweets are retweets and 12% @replies.
On 8 August 2012 UNODC used Twitter to reach out
publically to the most followed celebrities on Twitter
with an @reply to @Oprah Winfrey, @AlGore,
@LeoDiCaprio and 90 other influential tweeps trying to
raise awareness of its latest campaign against
#HumanTrafficking. The Twitter account of its Executive
Director @YuriFedotov is the most retweeted,
@mentioned and @replied on the @UNODC time line.

Tweets: 5,196
Following: 186
Followers: 37,161
Joined: 12/08/2008
Tweets/day: 3.02
Retweets: 12%
Replies: 0.12
Retweeted: 74%
Average of retweets: 4.65

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

United'Nations'Office'on'Drugs'and'Crime'(UNODC)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Executive Director Yury Fedotov started using Twitter
on 5 October 2011 sending out this first tweet:
“Welcome to my official Twitter acc. I’ll be tweeting
about today’s global challenges incl. illicit #Drugs,
#OrganizedCrime & #Terrorism”. @YuryFedotov is
particularly active on the microblogging platform,
tweeting 2.7 times a day, often from his iPad. He
interacts with his followers, 14% of his tweets are
@replies, mainly to @UNODC, but also to other Twitter
users participating in the discussion on drugs. The
account uses almost one hashtag in every tweet with
#Drugs, #HumanTrafficking, #Corruption and #Crime
being the most used ones. His team often posts
pictures of his bilateral meetings and the account has
probably one of the biggest collections of handshake
pictures on Twitter.

1 in 5 victims of
 #HumanTrafficking are 
children; 2 out of 3 victims are 
women youtu.be/nV2cYC9IfNc
 bit.ly/LLvpmd #TOC
6:02 PM - 20 Jul 2012

UNODC 
@UNODC

FollowFollow

YouTube @YouTube

86 RETWEETS  8 FAVORITES
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Tweets: 2,028
Following: 57
Followers: 2,607
Joined: 10/04/2011
Tweets/day: 2.68
Retweets: 6%
Replies: 0.14
Retweeted: 52%
Average of retweets: 2.32

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Welcome to my official Twitter acc. 
I’ll be tweeting about today’s global 
challenges incl. Illicit #Drugs,
 #OrganizedCrime & #Terrorism
4:49 PM - 5 Oct 2011

Yury Fedotov 
@YuryFedotov

FollowFollow

6 RETWEETS

  

Most popular tweet

Popular Brazilian singer Ivete 
Sangalo is a new #BlueHeart 
Goodwill Ambassador. 
8:12 PM - 9 May 2013

Yury Fedotov 
@YuryFedotov

FollowFollow

27 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The UN Volunteers programme started its Twitter
adventure on 4 April 2011 and is particularly active,
sending on average more than 13 tweets per day. The
@UNVolunteers account is used to promote
#OnlineVolunteering, a hashtag it uses consistently in
its tweets. A fifth of its tweets are retweets of other UN
and UNV accounts, namely its Executive Coordinator
@RDictusUNV. The account also raises awareness of the
importance of volunteering through the use of pictures
and videos. “Social media is a powerful tool...and a way
to respond to young people who don't respond to
traditional media” @UNVolunteers tweeted in September
2012. The UNV presence on Twitter also includes other
official account such as the @ActionCounts campaign,
@UNVBurundi, @UNVColombia, @UNVHaiti,
@UNVJordan, @UNVKenya, @unvph @UNV_PARA,
@UNVRwanda, @UNVUzbekistan with tweets in Spanish,
Portuguese and Arabic.

Tweets: 9,797
Following: 1,869
Followers: 14,490
Joined: 04/04/2011
Tweets/day: 13.67
Retweets: 20%
Replies: 0.07
Retweeted: 59%
Average of retweets: 2.96

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'Volunteers'(UNV)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Let's see if we can get this tweet 
to go around the world! Please 
RT if you want all 8 #MDGs to be 
reached by 2015 or sooner!
1:00 PM - 22 Oct 2012

UNV 
@UNVolunteers

FollowFollow

78 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES

  

Richard Dictus joined Twitter on 24 January 2013, just
three weeks after having started his new job as
Executive Coordinator of UNV: “Looking forward to
discussing more about #volunteerism with you.
#actioncounts”, he tweeted. @RDictusUNV who tweets
less than once a day on average is one of the most
conversational leaders among his peers, with almost a
quarter of his tweets being @replies to other users.
Dictus is also among the handful of leaders who tweet
themselves and who fosters dialogue with his audience
through Facebook chats and Google+ hangouts. The
account also shares images from his missions and
behind-the-scenes photos during conferences. His
avatar, like that of the @UNVolunteers, boasts a black
Twibbon in honour of the UN staff killed in the attack
on the UN’s compound in Somalia in June 2013.

Tweets: 226
Following: 532
Followers: 878
Joined: 01/24/2013
Tweets/day: 0.8
Retweets: 29%
Replies: 0.24
Retweeted: 45%

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Average of retweets: 3.23 Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

Hello, everyone! I'm
 @UNVolunteers new Executive 
Coordinator. Looking forward to 
discussing more about
 #volunteerism with you.
 #actioncounts
5:10 PM - 24 Jan 2013

Richard Dictus 
@RDictusUNV

FollowFollow

12 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

Helen Clark at #ticadv closure; 
women are the greatest opportunity 
to inleash Africa's future. Now is 
the time! 
3:36 AM - 3 Jun 2013

Richard Dictus 
@RDictusUNV

FollowFollow

20 RETWEETS  4 FAVORITES
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Not surprisingly Tourism is the main theme of the
United Nations World Tourism Organisation’s Twitter
feed @UNWTO set up in June 2009. The @UNWTO is
tweeting on average once a day to its more than 17,000
followers. The Madrid-based organisation might not be
the most active organisation on Twitter, nevertheless,
82% of the account’s tweets have been retweeted.
Indeed, very rarely does one of their tweets go un-
retweeted. It is not the most interactive Twitter account
with only 7% of tweets being @replies and another 9%
being retweets often promoting reports and research
publications from its other official account
@UNTWO_pub. The UNWTO is fairly good at using
relevant hashtags to categorise its tweets; the most
used hashtag is #UNTWO, closely followed by #Tourism.

Tweets: 1,717
Following: 652
Followers: 17,082
Joined: 06/05/2009
Tweets/day: 1.07
Retweets: 9%
Replies: 0.07
Retweeted: 82%
Average of retweets: 8.06

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet Most popular tweet

World&Tourism&Organisation&(UNWTO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Encouraging the Tourism and Travel 
Industry towards a Low Carbon 
Economy http://bit.ly/8S72A
8:07 PM - 5 Jun 2009

UNWTO 
@UNWTO

FollowFollow

  

Today is #WorldTourismDay! 
Join the conversation by using 
the hashtag #WTD2013 and visit
 wtd.unwto.org to learn more!
7:21 AM - 27 Sep 2013

UNWTO 
@UNWTO

FollowFollow

160 RETWEETS  18 FAVORITES
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The World Economic Forum was one of the first
international organisation to set up a Twitter account
on 18 April 2007. In 2009 the account was on the
original Twitter suggested user list and today @Davos is
the third most followed international organisation with
close to two million followers. The World Economic
Forum took the name of @Davos, the city where it holds
its annual meeting, which decided to rebrand itself as
@DavosKlosters. The account isn’t particularly
conversational with only 2% of its tweets being @replies
to other users, however the Forum engages its Twitter
followers by consistently tweeting questions to engage
in discussions. The Forum mainly posts links to its own
blog and often retweets and mentions @WEF, its second
official account.

Tweets: 5,897
Following: 113
Followers: 1,959,827
Joined: 04/18/2007
Tweets/day: 3.16
Retweets: 17%
Replies: 0.02
Retweeted: 82%
Average of retweets: 24.21

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

World&Economic&Forum

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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The top 10 emerging technologies 
for 2013 wef.ch/f23Qf #WEF
11:05 AM - 14 Feb 2013

World Economic Forum         
@davos

FollowFollow

207 RETWEETS  63 FAVORITES

  

The Forum has a secondary Twitter account @WEF,
opened on 7 January 2010, which is particularly active
during its events live tweeting key quotes from the
panel discussions. The account averages 4.3 tweets a
day and is slightly more conversational than @Davos.
The account makes good use of hashtags and the most
used one is of course #WEF.

Tweets: 5,646
Following: 913
Followers: 82,128
Joined: 01/07/2010
Tweets/day: 4.32
Retweets: 3%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 89%
Average of retweets: 11

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

It's a bizarre situation: 890 mln 
people go to bed hungry, we 
waste 30 pct of food, 1 bln are 
obese -Unilever CEO Polman
 #wef wefdevoutlook
6:48 PM - 24 Jan 2013

World Economic Forum         
@wef

FollowFollow

264 RETWEETS  22 FAVORITES

  

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23wef&src=hash
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The United Nations World Food Programme (@WFP) is
the tenth most followed international organisation with
more than 530,000 followers. The World Food
Programme has several other accounts in various
languages including French, German, Spanish, Italian,
Danish, Finnish, Swedish, Japanese, Arabic and Farsi.
The @WFP tweets eight times a day on average and
almost a third of its tweets are retweets, mainly of its
spokespeapole @MartinPenner, @AbeerEtefa,
@GregoryBarrow, @jpchauzy, @JonathanDumont1 and
@JaneWFP. However the organisation is hardly
conversational as only six percent of its tweets are
@replies. Its most used hashtags reflect the
organisation’s mission to fight hunger including:
#hunger, #schoolmeals and #nutrition. Its most popular
tweet, retweeted 666 times was sent on World Food Day
on 16 October 2012: “Here are 3 things you can do to
make a difference: http://bit.ly/T4JMod #wfd2012”

Tweets: 11,172
Following: 434
Followers: 530,847
Joined: 03/31/2009
Tweets/day: 8.91
Retweets: 31%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 65%
Average of retweets: 24.61

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

United'Nations'World'Food'Programme'(WFP)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Today is World Food Day. Here 
are 3 things you can do to make a 
difference: bit.ly/T4JMod
 #wfd2012
9:27 AM - 16 Oct 2012

World Food Programme         
@WFP

FollowFollow

660 RETWEETS  45 FAVORITES

  

Ertharin Cousin, the Executive Director of the World
Food programme (WFP), has been on Twitter since 10
August 2012, but really only started to tweet at the end
of August 2013 and therefore has only a relatively small
number of followers. Half of her 84 tweets are retweets
of other WFP accounts. In September 2013 she shared
pictures of her field trip to Yemen, one of which has
also become her most retweeted tweet so far. It is
interesting that the twitter handle chosen combines the
World Food Programme official acronym and the
Executive Director’s first name @WFPErtharin, meaning
that the handle will have to be changed once she leaves
office.

Tweets: 84
Following: 43
Followers: 1,255
Joined: 08/10/2012
Tweets/day: 0.19
Retweets: 56%
Replies: 0.04
Retweeted: 38%
Average of retweets: 10.84

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Attending 10 Downing Street 
Hunger summit.  Cameron 
convening Global community for call 
to action that will end child stunting.
11:26 AM - 12 Aug 2012

WFPErtharin 
@WFPErtharin

FollowFollow

22 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES

  

Most popular tweet

Many people still displaced in north 
#Yemen like this family in almazraq 
camp: a silent humanitarian crisis 
9:17 AM - 13 Sep 2013

WFPErtharin 
@WFPErtharin

FollowFollow

71 RETWEETS  8 FAVORITES
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The Geneva-based World Health Organisation (WHO)
has gone “Twitter first”, sometimes updating its Twitter
feed before updating its website. The @WHO account is
also trialling Twitter Alerts, allowing users to sign up to
receive important updates in times of crisis via text
message on their mobile phones. WHO joined Twitter in
April 2008 and tweets mainly in English nine times a
day, focusing on health tips with links to its website.
The account has become the sixth most followed
account of any international organisation with close to a
million followers. The account is also fairly
conversational mentioning other Twitter users in every
fifth tweet and replying to other Twitter users in every
6th tweet. Ninety percent of @WHO’s tweets are
retweeted and receive on average 64 retweets. @WHO's
most retweeted tweets are about different World Days
such as No Tobacco Day, Day of Zero Tolerance to
Female Genital Mutilation, Malaria Day, Suicide
Prevention Day and World Blood Donor Day. Its most
popular tweet, retweeted 1,877 times, was sent on
World Mental Health Day, 10 October 2012 when
“@WHO is calling for an end to the stigmatization of
#depression”.

Tweets: 7,840
Following: 898
Followers: 964,641
Joined: 04/23/2008
Tweets/day: 9.6
Retweets: 6%
Replies: 0.16
Retweeted: 89%
Average of retweets: 63.86

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

World&Health&Organisation&(WHO)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Most popular tweet

Today is World Mental Health 
Day, @WHO is calling for an end 
to the stigmatization of
 #depression goo.gl/9myFJ
 #WMHD12
8:41 AM - 10 Oct 2012

WHO         
@WHO

FollowFollow

1,823 RETWEETS  122 FAVORITES

  

The WHO also has a number of regional Twitter
accounts including @WHOEMRO, @WHO_Europe and
@WHOAFRO. The Pan-American Health Organisation, in
Washington @pahowho is very active with an average of
14 tweets per day. Thirty-seven percent of its tweets
are retweets, mainly of @WHO, @pahowho_journal and
@PAHOWHO_VAX a specific account to promote
vaccinations in Spanish. The Pan American Health
Organisation also tweets in Spanish on @opsoms and
raises awareness of public health in Latin America
through regional Twitter accounts in eleven Latin
American countries.

Tweets: 8,166
Following: 2,985
Followers: 14,755
Joined: 02/11/2009
Tweets/day: 15.49
Retweets: 39%
Replies: 0.03

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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Retweeted: 44%

Average of retweets: 3.24

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

Most popular tweet

#Breastfeeding is one of the most 
effective ways to ensure 
children’s good health and 
survival - Dr. @CarissaEtienne
 ow.ly/ntBdy
11:54 PM - 30 Jul 2013

PAHO/WHO         
@pahowho

FollowFollow

147 RETWEETS  31 FAVORITES

  

While Margaret Chan, the Director General of WHO is
not on Twitter, her regional counterpart, the Executive
Director of PAHO is. @CarissaEtienne is not very active,
with less than a tweet per day. Her team tweets in
English and in Spanish mainly retweeting tweets from
@pahowho and @opsoms accounts. Carissa Etienne
doesn’t have a Twitter background nor a header picture
and has not made her affiliation with PAHO/WHO known
on her Twitter profile.
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Tweets: 346
Following: 54
Followers: 777
Joined: 06/12/2012
Tweets/day: 0.7
Retweets: 88%
Replies: 0.01
Retweeted: 5%
Average of retweets: 2.72

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

First tweet

"The fundamental purposes of the 
Pan American Health Organization 
shall be to promote the physical and 
mental health of the people"
8:13 PM - 22 Jun 2012

Carissa Etienne 
@CarissaEtienne

FollowFollow

  

Most popular tweet

Thank you all! Muchas gracias a 
todos! Muito obrigado! Merci 
beaucoup!
8:22 PM - 31 Jan 2013

Carissa Etienne 
@CarissaEtienne

FollowFollow

7 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES

  

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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#Patents, #Trademarks and #Copyright are the key
hashtags on the Twitter account of the World
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) which has
been tweeting since 20 March 2012. The @WIPO
account has a steady flow of tweets with an average of
three tweets per day. These tweets mainly comprise
links to its website. An impressive 77% of all tweets are
retweeted making the @WIPO account a valuable source
of information. Very few conversations take place on
the Twitter timeline with only 7% of tweets being
@replies. This being said, they are very responsive when
it comes to followers having technical issues with the
website or other questions. WIPO account maintains
three Twitter lists including one with “the people who
have transformed our lives” and a list with the 22 IP
offices in member states. They also use their Twitter
account for HR purposes frequently posting job
openings making it an all-round and multi-purpose
account. The WIPO also secured the @OMPI Twitter
handle, its French and Spanish acronym. However, the
account has only sent two tweets since it was created in
December 2011, one in French and the other in Spanish
redirecting followers to the English @WIPO Twitter
account.

Tweets: 1,764
Following: 181
Followers: 11,844
Joined: 12/05/2011
Tweets/day: 2.97
Retweets: 13%
Replies: 0.06
Retweeted: 77%
Average of retweets: 6.32

Click on the history to see the full analytics.

World&Intellectual&Property&Organisation&(WIPO/OMPI)

Tweet analytics (as of 1 November 2013)
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First tweet

Welcome to all our followers on the 
official WIPO Twitter account.
3:59 PM - 20 Mar 2012

WIPO         
@WIPO

FollowFollow

14 RETWEETS  1 FAVORITE

  

Most popular tweet

WIPO wishes you all an 
innovative and creative World 
Intellectual Property Day.
 #WorldIPDay
12:26 AM - 26 Apr 2012

WIPO         
@WIPO

FollowFollow

133 RETWEETS  6 FAVORITES
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Weather, climate and drought dominate the Twitter feed
of the World Meteorological Organisation which has
been tweeting mainly in English, but also in French and
Spanish on the same account since 10 February 2010.
The @WMOnews tweets an average two times per day,
sharing useful and interesting content including graphs
and maps of global weather patterns. Nearly 40% of the
WMO’s tweets are retweets from organisations in the
same field, such as @eumetsat, the Organisation for the
Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites, @NHC_Atlantic,
the US National Hurricane Center and the UK’s
@METoffice. Very few conversations take place on the
Twitter time line, however out-of-the-ordinary weather
facts seem to spark interest. For example, the most
popular tweet, sent on 3 July 2013 and retweeted 344
times, announced that 2001-2010 was “the warmest
decade on record”.
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The Geneva-based World Meteorological Organisation
set up a ‘personal- institutional’ Twitter handle for its
president @WMO_President. David Grimes is an
irregular Twitter user lacking somewhat in personal
engagement, having sent only 47 tweets since 24 June
2011 attracting only 66 followers. David Grimes, who
uses mainly his iPad to tweet is hardly conversational
with only two @mentions and one @reply. Only eight of
his tweets have ever been retweeted. However the
advantage of a ‘personal-institutional’ account is that
the Twitter handle will outlive its owner, increasing its
followers over time.
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The World Bank is the international institution which
probably makes the best use of the social network. The
World Bank joined Twitter on 31 March 2009 and tweets
in English @WorldBank, French @BanqueMondiale,
Spanish (@BancoMundial) and Arabic (@AlbankAldawli)
and has regional accounts for Africa (@WorldBankAfrica
@BM_Afrique), Asia (@WorldBankAsia) and Latin
America (@BancoMundialLAC) with a combined
following of more than 870,000 followers. The World
Bank maintains a Twitter list with 43 Twitter feeds
including thematic accounts and feeds for its data,
publications, videos and photos shared on Instagram to
illustrate development. The bank boasts five VPs on
Twitter but its President, Jim Yong Kim, is not using
Twitter yet. The @WorldBank account is fairly active with
more than 10 tweets per day often asking questions to
initiate a discussion among its followers such as: “What
can you buy for #1dollar? Tweet a photo response incl.
your name, country & what you can buy. Tag w/
#1dollar.” The activity of the account spikes during
major speeches by President Kim such as on 11 October
2013 when the account live tweeted his speech at the
bank's annual meeting. The @WorldBank promotes a
series of #WBlive events streamed on its website. It’s
most used hashtags include: #OpenData, #Poverty,
#Africa and #GlobalDev underlining its mission “to fight
poverty with passion and professionalism for lasting
results.” Its most popular tweet, retweeted 5,125 times,
was the declaration that “By 2050, the planet will have 9
billion people.”
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The hashtag #trade has been dominating the @WTO
Twitter stream since July 2010 and most of its tweets
consistently start with the hashtag #wto. The Geneva-
based organisation has been tweeting from its official
Twitter handle, @WTO, on average twice a day. The
Twitter account is linked to its YouTube channel and
automatically sends tweets whenever a new video is
uploaded or favourited on the official YouTube channel,
making @YouTube the most mentioned Twitter user by
the WTO. When the @WTO Twitter feed is not sharing
videos it is sharing content which links back to its
website. 59% of its tweets are retweeted by others. Very
few conversations take place on the Twitter timeline
and only ten @mentions have been made by the @WTO
account. However in its first tweet, sent on 26 July
2010, the organisation started to connect with its
audience through a video debate, asking the public to
submit their video contributions using the
#WTOpublicforum hashtag.
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Twitter has played a crucial role in the election of the
new head of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Four
of the nine candidates had a Twitter account for their
election campaigns including: @MXcandidacyWTO,
@pangestu4wto. The Brazilian foreign ministry had set
up two Twitter feeds in English (@AzevedoWTO) and
Spanish/Portuguese (@AzevedoOMC) for its successful
candidate, diplomat Roberto Azevêdo. The campaign
accounts have since been deleted and the new WTO
Director General tweets personally as
@WTODGAZEVEDO since 3 September 2013. So far
Roberto Azevêdo has only sent ten tweets, but they are
consistently retweeted more than ten times on average.
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The World Wildlife Fund for Nature regularly shares
amazing wildlife pictures on its Twitter feed as the
#PicoftheWeek in collaboration with Canon. The WWF,
based in Gland, Switzerland was an early adopter of
Twitter, and has started tweeting in English on 7
February 2008. Over the past five years the organisation
has become the fifth most followed international
organisation. @WWF tweets on average more than six
times a day and often uses hashtags to amplify and
promote its campaigns such as #elephants,
#SOSvirunga, #iam4rhinos and #KillTheTrade, used 681
times over the past 12 months to fight the ivory trade.
Its most shared tweet, was sent on 10 February 2013
inviting people to sign the ‘Kill the Trade’ petition. The
@WWF account often shares links to live webcams in
Africa showing footage of lions, giraffes and elephants
in their natural habitat via @africam. Given its longevity
@WWF has unsurprisingly received the most retweets of
any international organisation with 183,742 retweets.
16% of its tweets are retweets of its Director General
@JimLeape, @WWF_media and its media director
@Oscar_Soria. The @WWF also maintains 12 Twitter lists
including a useful list of its staff and its 63 worldwide
offices.
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@JimLeape, the Director General of the World Wildlife
Fund for Nature joined Twitter in September 2009 and
tweets in English to his 2,600 followers. Jim Leape is
not particularly active and tweets once a week on
average, however his tweets are retweeted 28 times on
average, making him the third most effective tweeting
head of an international organisation. 14% of his tweets
are retweets namely of @earthhour, @WWF and
@WWF_media and only 2% are @replies to other Twitter
users. However he does @mention other Twitter
accounts in almost every tweet and 84% of his tweets
are retweeted. Jim Leape uses Twitter on the go,
sending a third of his tweets from a Blackberry.
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The leaders of China and Japan have 
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commitments here in New York. A 
timely challenge to others! #wwf24
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Thai prime minister announces 
end to ivory trade
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Thai prime minister
announces end to ivory trade

Thai Prime Minister Yingluck
Shinawatra today pledged to
end ivory trade in Thailand, seizing a key
opportunity to stem global wildlife trafficking.
Her statement came after the call of nearly
1.5...
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